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Independent auditor’s report

To the Supervisory Council of Bank of Albania

Report on the audit of the Financial Statements

Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Bank of Albania (the “Bank”),
which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2019,
and the statement of comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity
and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the financial
statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true and fair
view of the financial position of the Bank as at 31 December 2019 and of its
financial performance and its cash flows for the year then ended in accordance
with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”).
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing
(“ISA”). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section of our
report. We are independent of the Bank in accordance with the International
Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International Independence
Standards) (“IESBA Code”) and with Institute of Authorizes Chartered Auditors
of Albania Code of Ethics (“IEKA Code”), together with the ethical requirements
of the Law No. 10091, dated march 5, 2009 “On the statutory audit and the
organization of the statutoiry auditors and chartered accountants professions”,
amended, that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in Albania,
and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these
requirements and the IESBA Code.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
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Other matter
The financial statements of the Bank of Albania as at and for the year ending
on 31 December 2018, were audited by another auditor, who issued an
unqualified opinion on March 28, 2019.
Other information included in the Bank of Albania 2019
Annual Report
Other information consists of the information included in the Annual Report, other
than the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. Management is
responsible for the other information.
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information
and we do not express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read
the other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is
materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained
in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the
work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of
this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to
report in this regard.
Responsibilities of management and those charged with
governance for the financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the
financial statements in accordance with IFRSs, and for such internal control as
management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the
Bank’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters
related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Bank’s
financial reporting process.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud
or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit
conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement
when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected
to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial
statements.
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As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment
and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
•

•

•

•

•

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit
procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk
of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher
than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal
control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order
to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances,
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the Bank’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures made
by management.
Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going
concern basis of accounting and, based on the audit evidence
obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Bank of Albania’s
ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s
report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are
based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s
report.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial
statements, including the disclosures, and whether the financial
statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner
that achieves true and fair presentation.

We communicate with those charged with governance of the Bank of Albania
regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit
and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal
control that we identify during our audit.
Ernst & Young Ekspertë Kontabël të Autorizuar,
Dega në Shqipëri
Mario Vangjel
Statutory Auditor

Nikolay Garnev
Partner, Audit
Ernst & Young Audit OOD

March 25, 2020
Tiranë, Albania
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
In ALL million

Note

31 December 2019

31 December 2018

9
13
10
11
12
14
15
16

153,313
14,624
14,591
30,552
33,956
269,065
20,271
2,960

189,967
13,985
6,992
33,512
32,318
247,604
20,195
2,474

539,333

547,047

302,849
130,764
3,279
45,154
24,037
1,538

286,132
137,223
5,735
63,111
23,990
365

507,621

516,556

2,500
29,212

2,500
27,991

31,712

30,491

539,333

547,047

ASSETS
Cash and balances with banks
Trading assets
Monetary gold
Accounts with the International Monetary Fund
Loans to banks
Investment securities
Property, equipment, right-of-use and intangible assets
Other assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the International Monetary Fund
Other liabilities

17
18
19
20
11
21

TOTAL LIABILITIES
CAPITAL AND RESERVES
Capital
Reserves

22

TOTAL CAPITAL AND RESERVES
TOTAL LIABILITIES, CAPITAL AND RESERVES
The notes on pages 129 to 193 are an integral part of these financial statements.

The financial statements were authorized for issuance by the Supervisory Council
of the Bank of Albania and signed on 25March 2020 on its behalf by:
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_______________________________
Gent Sejko

______________________________________
Ledia Bregu

Governor

Director, Payment Systems, Accounting
and Finance Department
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STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME
In ALL million

Note

2019

2018

23
23

3,211
(1,072)
2,139

3,421
(1,064)
2,357

93
(43)
50

84
(40)
44

24
25
10
22

699
948
1,635
(1,108)
4,363

177
(140)
(299)
(14,106)
(11,967)

8(E)(vi)(b)
26
15
27

3
(1,411)
(406)
(571)
1,977

(1)
(1,363)
(377)
(613)
(14,321)

-

-

639

432

639

432

639
2,615

432
(13,889)

Interest income calculated using the effective interest method
Interest expense
Net interest income
Fee and commission income
Fee and commission expense
Net income from fees and commissions
Net trading income
Net other income/(losses)
Net gain/(loss) from changes in the fair value of monetary gold
Net foreign exchange losses
Total income/(loss) from banking operations
Impairment losses on financial instruments, net
Employee benefit expenses
Depreciation and amortization
Other general and administrative expenses
Net result for the period
Other comprehensive income:
Items that cannot be reclassified to profit or loss at a future point
in time
Items that can be reclassified to profit or loss at a future point in
time
Debt instruments at FVOCI – net change in fair value
Other comprehensive income, loss for the year
Total comprehensive income/(loss) for the year

22

The notes on pages 129 to 193 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
In ALL million
Balance at 1 January 2018
Total comprehensive income
Net result for the period
Other comprehensive income
Fair value reserve (debt instruments
FVOCI)
Other comprehensive income, net
of tax
Total comprehensive income
Contributions and distributions
Distribution to Government of Albania (Note 20)
Total contributions and distributions
Transfers to reserves (Note 22)
Balance at 31 December 2018
Total comprehensive income
Net result for the period
Other comprehensive income
Fair value reserve (debt instruments
FVOCI)
Other comprehensive income, net
of tax
Total comprehensive income
Contributions and distributions
Distribution to Government of Albania (Note 20)
Total contributions and distributions
Transfers to reserves (Note 22)
Balance at 31 December 2019
Gjendja më 31 dhjetor 2019

Capital
2,500

Legal Revaluation
reserve
reserve
12,500
7,993

Fair value
reserve
(191)

Other
reserves
22,154

Total
44,956

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

432

-

-

432

-

-

-

432

-

-

432

-

-

-

432

-

-

-

-

-

(54)

(522)

(576)

2,500

12,500

(14,843)
(6,850)

241

(54)
22,100

(522)
14,843
-

(576)
30,491

-

-

-

-

-

1,977

1,977

-

-

-

639

-

639

-

-

-

639
639

1,977

639
2,616

2,500

12,500

631
(6,219)

(15)
865

(1,346)
(1,346)
(631)
-

(1,398)
(1,398)
3
31,712

The notes on pages 129 to 193 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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earnings
-
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(14,321) (14,321)
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
In ALL million
Cash flows from operating activities
Net result for the period
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortization
Net impairment loss on financials instruments
Net interest income
Net trading income
(Gain)/Loss from sale of investment securities
Net loss from changes in the fair value of monetary gold
Net foreign exchange losses
Provisions

Note

2019

2018

1,977

(14,321)

406
(3)
(2,139)
(699)
(929)
(1,635)
1,108
(1,914)

377
1
(2,357)
(177)
169
299
14,106
11
(1,892)

64
(5,965)
2,992
(11,922)
(485)
16,717
(5,706)
(2,432)
(18,558)
43
1,188
(34)
(33)
(26,045)
3,020
(1,063)
(24,088)

432
7,210
3,234
(123)
11,447
(4,804)
1,715
29,595
(2,391)
(104)
44,319
3,943
(1,042)
47,220

(213,654)
193,057
(483)
(21,080)

(338,331)
324,632
(347)
(14,046)

(576)
(576)

(901)
(901)

Increase in cash and cash equivalents

(45,745)

32,273

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year
Effect of movements in exchange rates on cash held
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

185,648
(1,197)
138,706

161,765
(8,390)
185,648

15
7(A)vii
23
24
25
10
22
21

Changes in:
Trading assets
Monetary Gold
Accounts with the International Monetary Fund
Loans to and deposits with banks
Other assets
Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the International Monetary Fund
Other liabilities
Reserve
Other

10
11
12

Interest received
Interest paid
Net cash (used in)/generated from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Acquisition of investment securities
Proceeds from sold and matured investment securities
Acquisition of property, equipment and intangible assets
Net cash generated from investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Distributions to Government
Net cash used in financing activities

20

9

The notes on pages 129 to 193 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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Notes to the financial statements as of and for
the year ended 31 December 2019
(Amounts in ALL million, unless otherwise stated)

1.	GENERAL
The Bank of Albania (the ‘Bank’) is the central bank of the Republic of Albania
established pursuant to the Law No. 8269, dated 23 December 1997 ‘On
the Bank of Albania’, as amended.
Under the terms of its charter, the Bank’s main responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

formulating, adopting and executing the monetary policy of Albania,
which shall be consistent with its primary objective;
formulating, adopting and executing the foreign exchange arrangement
and the exchange rate policy of Albania;
issuing or revoking licenses and supervising banks that engage in the
banking business in order to secure the stability of the banking system;
holding and managing its official foreign reserves;
acting as banker and adviser to, and as fiscal agent of, the Government
of the Republic of Albania; and
promoting an effective operation of payment systems.

The Bank is subject to the regulatory requirements of the Assembly of the
Republic of Albania and the Law ‘On the Bank of Albania’.
2.	BASIS OF ACCOUNTING
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the
International Financial Reporting Standards (‘IFRS’).
This is the first set of the Bank’s annual financial statements in which IFRS16
“Leasses” have been applied. Changes to significant accounting policies are
described in Note 6.
3.	FUNCTIONAL AND PRESENTATION CURRENCY
These financial statements are presented in Albanian Lek (‘Lek’), which is the
Bank’s functional currency. All amounts have been rounded to the nearest
million, except when otherwise indicated.
4.	BASIS OF MEASUREMENT
These financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis,
except for the following items:
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Items
Monetary gold
Financial instruments at FVTPL
Financial assets at FVOCI

Basis of measurement
Fair value
Fair value
Fair value

5.	USE OF ESTIMATES AND JUDGMENTS
In preparing these financial statements, management has made judgments,
estimates and assumptions that affect the application of the Bank’s accounting
policies and the reported amounts of assets, liabilities income and expenses.
Actual results may differ from these estimates.
Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis.
Revisions to estimates are recognized prospectively.
A.
Judgments
Information about judgments made in applying accounting policies that have
the most significant effect on the amounts recognized in the financial statements
is included in the following notes:
• Applicable to 2019 and 2018 :
–	Note 7(A)(ii) and Note 8(A)– classification of financial assets: assessment
of the business model within which the assets are held and assessment of
whether the contractual terms of the financial asset are solely payments
of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding;
–	Note 8(E)(vi)(a): establishing the criteria for determining whether credit
risk on the financial asset has increased significantly since initial
recognition, determining methodology for incorporating forward-looking
information into measurement of ECL and selection and approval of
models used to measure ECL.
• Applicable to 2019 and 2018:
–	Note 7(B) – currency in circulation: classification of cash in circulation
as a financial liability; and
–	Note 7(G) – monetary gold: measurement of monetary gold at fair
value with changes in fair value recognized in profit or loss.
• Applicable to 2019:
–	Note 7(V)- The Bank determines the lease term as the non-cancellable
term of the lease, together with any periods covered by an option to
terminate the lease, if it is reasonably certain not to be exercised.
B.
Assumptions and estimation uncertainties
Information about assumptions and estimation uncertainties that have a significant
risk of resulting in a material adjustment in the year ended 31 December 2019
is included in the following notes:
Bank of Albania
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• Applicable to 2019 and 2018:
–	Note 8(E)(vi)(a) and Note 7(A)(vii) – impairment of financial instruments:
determining inputs into the ECL measurement model, including
incorporation of forward-looking information and key assumptions used
in estimating recoverable cash flows;
–	Note 7(A)(vi) – determination of the fair value of financial instruments
with significant unobservable inputs; and use of fair value models.
• Applicable to 2019
–	Note 7(V)- The Bank cannot readily determine the interest rate implicit
in the lease, therefore, it uses its incremental borrowing rate (“IBR”)
to measure lease liabilities.The IBR is the rate of the interest that the
Bank would have to pay to borrow over a similar term, the funds
necessary to obtain an asset of a similar value to the right-of–use asset
in a similar economic environment,which requires estimationwhen no
observable rate is available,or when they need to be adjusted to reflect
the terms and condition of the lease(ex.when leases are not in functional
currency).The Bank estimates the IBR using observable inputs (such as
market interest rates) when available and is required to make certain
adjustments to reflect term and conditions of the lease.
6.

CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The Bank has initially adopted IFRS 16 (refer to (A)) from 1 January 2019.
The nature and effect of the changes as the result of the adoption of this new
standard are described in Note 6.A below.
Several other amendements and intrepretations apply for the first time in 2019,
but do not have an impact on the Bank’s financial statements.
Except for the changes below, the Bank has consistently applied the accounting
policies as set out in Note 7 to all periods presented in these financial statements.
The effect of initially applying these standards is limited to IFRS 16 and mainly
attributed to the following:
A. IFRS 16 Leases
IFRS 16 supersedes IAS 17 Leases and related interpretations. The standard sets
out the principles for the recognition, measurement, presentation and disclosure
of leases and requires lessees to recognise most leases on the balance sheet.
The Bank adopted IFRS 16 using the modified retrospective method of adoption
with the date of initial application of 1 January 2019. Under this method, the
standard is applied retrospectively with the cumulative effect of initially applying
the standard recognised at the date of initial application. The Bank elected to
use the transition practical expedient to not reassess whether a contract is or
contains a lease at 1 January 2019. Instead, the Bank applied the standard
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only to contracts that were previously identified as leases applying IAS 17 and
IFRIC 4 at the date of initial application.
The Bank has lease contracts for some of its office premises and IT equipment
(repetitor). Before the adoption of IFRS 16, the Bank classified each of its leases
(as lessee) at the inception date as operating leases. Upon adoption of IFRS
16, the Bank applied a single recognition and measurement approach for all
leases except for short-term leases and leases of low-value assets. The standard
provides specific transition requirements and practical expedients, which have
been applied by the Bank.
Leases previously accounted for as operating leases
The Bank recognised right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for those leases
previously classified as operating leases, except for short-term leases and leases
of low-value assets. The right-of-use assets are recognised based on the amount
equal to the lease liabilities, adjusted for any related prepaid and accrued
lease payments previously recognised. Lease liabilities were recognised based
on the present value of the remaining lease payments, discounted using the
incremental borrowing rate at the date of initial application.
The Bank also applied the available practical expedients wherein it:
—	Used a single discount rate to a portfolio of leases with reasonably
similar characteristics
— Relied on its assessment of whether leases are onerous immediately
before the date of initial application
— Applied the short-term leases exemptions to leases with lease term that
ends within 12 months of the date of initial application
—	Excluded the initial direct costs from the measurement of the right-of-use
asset at the date of initial application
—	Used hindsight in determining the lease term where the contract
contained options to extend or terminate the lease.
Based on the above, as at 1 January 2019:
— Right-of-use assets of ALL 101 million were recognised and presented in
the statement of financial position within “Property, equipment, right-ofuse and intangible assets”.
— Additional lease liabilities of ALL 101 million (included in “Other
liabilities”) were recognised.
—	The adoption of IFRS 16 had no impact on the Bank’s reserves.
The lease liabilities as at 1 January 2019 can be reconciled to the operating
lease commitments as of 31 December 2018, as follows:

Bank of Albania
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Assets
Operating lease commitments as at 31 December 2018
Weighted average incremental borrowing rate as at 1 January 2019
Discounted operating lease commitments as at 1 January 2019
Less:
Commitments relating to short-term leases
Commitments relating to leases of low-value assets
Add:
Lease payments relating to renewal periods not included in operating lease commitments as at 31
December 2018
Lease liabilities as at 1 January 2019

B. Other standards and amendments
IFRIC Interpretation 23 Uncertainty over Income Tax Treatment
The Interpretation addresses the accounting for income taxes when tax
treatments involve uncertainty that affects the application of IAS 12 Income
Taxes. It does not apply to taxes or levies outside the scope of IAS 12, nor does
it specifically include requirements relating to interest and penalties associated
with uncertain tax treatments. Upon adoption of the Interpretation, the Bank
considered whether it has any uncertain tax positions. The Interpretation did not
have an impact on the financial statements of the Bank.
Amendments to IFRS 9: Prepayment Features with Negative Compensation
Under IFRS 9, a debt instrument can be measured at amortised cost or at
fair value through other comprehensive income, provided that the contractual
cash flows are ‘solely payments of principal and interest on the principal
amount outstanding’ (the ‘SPPI’ criterion) and the instrument is held within the
appropriate business model for that classification. The amendments to IFRS 9
clarify that a financial asset passes the SPPI criterion regardless of the event or
circumstance that causes the early termination of the contract and irrespective of
which party pays or receives reasonable compensation for the early termination
of the contract.
Early termination can result from a contractual term or from an event outside
the control of the parties to the contract, such as a change in law or regulation
leading to the early termination of the contract. Where the prepayment is made
at current fair value or at an amount that includes the fair value of the cost to
terminate an associated hedging instruments, the Bank assesses the specific
contractual cash flows for the relevant debt instruments in order to determine
whether they meet the SPPI criterion. These amendments had no impact on the
financial statements of the Bank.
The following standards were issued and effective for the annual period starting
from 1 January 2019, but that do not have an impact for the Bank.
—
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IAS 28: the amendments clarify that an entity applies IFRS 9 to long-term
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—

—

interests in an associate or joint venture to which the equity method is
not applied but that, in substance, form part of the net investment in the
associate or joint venture (long-term interests).
Plan Amendment, Curtailment or Settlement - Amendments to IAS 19:
the amendments address the accounting when a plan amendment,
curtailment or settlement occurs during a reporting period.
Annual Improvement Process 2015 – 2017 cycle (issued in December
2017):
— IFRS 3 Business Combinations - Previously held Interests in a joint
operation;
— IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements - Previously held Interests in a joint
operation;
— IAS 12 Income Taxes - Income tax consequences of payments on
financial instruments classified as equity;
— IAS 23 Borrowing Costs - Borrowing costs eligible for capitalization.

7.	SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Bank has consistently applied the following accounting policies to all
periods presented in these financial statements.
The Bank may recognise a financial asset or liability in its balance sheet if, and
only if it becomes a party to the contractual terms of the financial instruments
used. The Bank derecognises a financial asset from its balance sheet:
—
—

when it loses control over the contractual rights that constitute the
financial asset;
when the obligation stated in the contract is extinguished, cancelled or
expired.

A.

Financial instruments

(i)

Recognition and initial measurement

The Bank initially recognises loans and advances and deposits on the date on
which they are originated. All other financial instruments (including regular-way
purchases and sales of financial assets) are recognised on the trade date, which
is the date on which the Bank becomes a party to the contractual provisions of
the instrument. A financial asset or financial liability is measured initially at fair
value plus, for an item not at fair value through profit or loss, transaction costs
that are directly attributable to its acquisition or issue.
Financial assets and liabilities are recognised in off-balance-sheet accounts
from the trade date to the date of their settlement and are recorded in the
Bank of Albania’s balance sheet at the settlement date (value date). The
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initial recognition is at acquisition cost, i.e. the fair price paid on acquisition.
Transaction costs are included in the acquisition cost of all assets and liabilities,
except for financial assets and financial liabilities recorded at FVPL where
transaction costs are added to, or subtracted from, this amount. From that
moment on, any changes in their fair value are recognised by the Bank as
income or expense.
(ii)

Classification

On initial recognition, a financial asset is classified as measured at either one
of the following categories:
—
—
—

amortised cost (AC),
fair value through other comprehensive income (FVOCI), or
fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL).

A financial asset is measured at amortised cost if it meets both the following
conditions and is not designated as at FVTPL:
—
—

the asset is held within a business model whose objective is to hold
assets to collect contractual cash flows; and
the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates
to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest (SPPI) on
the principal amount outstanding.

The business model of financial assets held to collect contractual cash
flows includes all current accounts and deposits of the Bank with foreign
correspondents, and the cash flows under the model used for these assets
represent only principal and interest payments. These financial assets are
measured at amortised cost.
A debt instrument is measured at FVOCI only if it meets both of the following
conditions and is not designated as at FVTPL:
—

—

the asset is held within a business model whose objective is achieved
by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets;
and
the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates
to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest (SPPI) on
the principal amount outstanding.

The business model of financial assets held to collect contractual cash flows and
for sale includes:securities and investment. Assets in this group are measured,
as follows:
—
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All other financial assets are classified as measured at FVTPL.
Business model assessment
The Bank makes an assessment of the objective of a business model in which an
asset is held at a portfolio level because this best reflects the way the business
is managed and information is provided to management. The information
considered includes:
—

—
—

—

—

the stated policies and objectives for the portfolio and the operation of
those policies in practice. In particular, whether management’s strategy
focuses on earning contractual interest revenue, maintaining a particular
interest rate profile, matching the duration of the financial assets to the
duration of the liabilities that are funding those assets or realising cash
flows through the sale of the assets;
how the performance of the portfolio is evaluated and reported to the
Bank ’s management;
the risks that affect the performance of the business model (and the
financial assets held within that business model) and how those risks are
managed.
how managers of the business are compensated – e.g. whether
compensation is based on the fair value of the assets managed or the
contractual cash flows collected; and
the frequency, volume and timing of sales in prior periods, the reasons
for such sales and its expectations about future sales activity. However,
information about sales activity is not considered in isolation, but as part
of an overall assessment of how the Bank’s stated objective for managing
the financial assets is achieved and how cash flows are realised.

Financial assets that are held for trading or managed and whose performance
is evaluated on a fair value basis are measured at FVTPL because they are
neither held to collect contractual cash flows nor held both to collect contractual
cash flows and to sell financial assets.
Assessment whether contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal
and interest (“SPPI”)
For the purposes of this assessment, ‘principal’ is defined as the fair value of the
financial asset on initial recognition. ‘Interest’ is defined as consideration for the
time value of money and for the credit risk associated with the principal amount
outstanding during a particular period of time and for other basic lending risks
and costs (e.g. liquidity risk and administrative costs), as well as profit margin.
In assessing whether the contractual cash flows are SPPI, the Bank considers the
contractual terms of the instrument. This includes assessing whether the financial
asset contains a contractual term that could change the timing or amount of
contractual cash flows such that it would not meet this condition. In making the
assessment, the Bank considers:
Bank of Albania
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—
—
—
—

contingent events that would change the amount and timing of cash
flows;
leverage features;
prepayment and extension terms; and
features that modify consideration of the time value of money – e.g.
periodical reset of interest rates.

Reclassifications
Financial assets are not reclassified subsequent to their initial recognition,
except in the period after the Bank changes its business model for managing
financial assets.
Financial liabilities
The Bank classifies its financial liabilities as measured at amortised cost. For
details, refer to (B), (D) and (H).
(iii)

Derecognition

Financial assets
The Bank derecognises a financial asset when the contractual rights to the
cash flows from the financial asset expire, or it transfers the rights to receive
the contractual cash flows in a transaction in which substantially all of the risks
and rewards of ownership of the financial asset are transferred or in which the
Bank neither transfers nor retains substantially all of the risks and rewards of
ownership and it does not retain control of the financial asset.
On derecognition of a financial asset, the difference between the carrying
amount of the asset (or the carrying amount allocated to the portion of the
asset derecognised) and the sum of (i) the consideration received (including
any new asset obtained less any new liability assumed) and (ii) any cumulative
gain or loss that had been recognised in other comprehensive income (‘OCI’)
is recognised in profit or loss. Any interest in transferred financial assets that
qualify for derecognition that is created or retained by the Bank is recognised
as a separate asset or liability.
The Bank enters into transactions whereby it transfers assets recognised on its
statement of financial position, but retains either all or substantially all of the
risks and rewards of the transferred assets or a portion of them.
In such cases, the transferred assets are not derecognised. Examples of such
transactions are securities lending and sale-and-repurchase transactions.
In transactions in which the Bank neither retains nor transfers substantially all
of the risks and rewards of ownership of a financial asset and it retains control
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over the asset, the Bank continues to recognise the asset to the extent of its
continuing involvement, determined by the extent to which it is exposed to
changes in the value of the transferred asset.
Financial liabilities
The Bank derecognises a financial liability when its contractual obligations are
discharged or cancelled, or expire.
(iv)

Modifications of financial assets and financial liabilities

Financial assets
If the terms of a financial asset are modified, the Bank evaluates whether the
cash flows of the modified asset are substantially different.
If the cash flows are substantially different, then the contractual rights to cash
flows from the original financial asset are deemed to have expired. In this case,
the original financial asset is derecognised (see (iii)) and a new financial asset
is recognised at fair value.
If the cash flows of the modified asset carried at amortised cost are not substantially
different, then the modification does not result in derecognition of the financial
asset. In this case, the Bank recalculates the gross carrying amount of the financial
asset and recognises the amount arising from adjusting the gross carrying amount
as a modification gain or loss in profit or loss. If such a modification is carried out
because of financial difficulties of the borrower (refer to (vii)), then the gain or loss
is presented together with impairment losses. In other cases, it is presented as a
separate line as a “modification profit or loss” (refer to Note 7(L)).
Financial liabilities
The Bank derecognises a financial liability when its terms are modified and the
cash flows of the modified liability are substantially different. In this case, a new
financial liability based on the modified terms is recognised at fair value. The
difference between the carrying amount of the financial liability extinguished
and the new financial liability with modified terms is recognised in profit or loss.
If the modification of a financial liability is not accounted for as derecognition,
then the amortised cost of the liability is recalculated by discounting the modified
cash flows at the original effective interest rate and the resulting gain or loss is
recognised in profit or loss.
(v)	Offsetting
Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount presented
in the statement of financial position when, and only when, the Bank has a
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legal right to set off the amounts and it intends either to settle them on a net
basis or to realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.
Income and expenses are presented on a net basis only when permitted under
the IFRS, or for gains and losses arising from a group of similar transactions
such as in the Bank’s trading activity.
(vi)

Fair value measurement

‘Fair value’ is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to
transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market participants at the
measurement date in the principal or, in its absence, the most advantageous
market to which the Bank has access at that date. The fair value of a liability
reflects its non-performance risk.
When available, the Bank measures the fair value of an instrument using the
quoted price in an active market for that instrument. A market is regarded as
active if transactions for the asset or liability take place with sufficient frequency
and volume to provide pricing information on an on-going basis.
If there is no quoted price in an active market, then the Bank uses valuation
techniques that maximize the use of relevant observable inputs and minimize the
use of unobservable inputs. The chosen valuation technique incorporates all of the
factors that market participants would take into account in pricing a transaction.
The best evidence of the fair value of a financial instrument at initial recognition
is normally the transaction price – i.e. the fair value of the consideration given
or received. If the Bank determines that the fair value at initial recognition
differs from the transaction price and the fair value is neither evidenced by a
quoted price in an active market for an identical asset or liability nor based
on a valuation technique that uses only data from observable markets, then
the financial instrument is initially measured at fair value, adjusted to defer the
difference between the fair value at initial recognition and the transaction price.
Subsequently, that difference is recognized in profit or loss on an appropriate
basis over the life of the instrument, but no later than when the valuation is
wholly supported by observable market data or the transaction is closed out.
If an asset or a liability measured at fair value has a bid price and an ask price,
then the Bank measures assets and long positions at a bid price and liabilities
and short positions at an ask price.
The fair value of a financial liability with a demand feature (e.g. a demand
deposit) is not less than the amount payable on demand, discounted from the
first date on which the amount could be required to be paid.
The Bank recognizes transfers between levels of the fair value hierarchy as of
the end of the reporting period, during which the change has occurred.
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(vii)	Impairment
The Bank recognizes loss allowances for expected credit losses “ECL” for
financial assets that are debt instruments and are not measured at FVTPL.
The Bank measures loss allowances at an amount equal to lifetime ECL except
for the following for which they are measured as 12-month ECL:
—
—

debt investment securities that are determined to have low credit risk at
the reporting date; and
other financial instruments for which credit risk has not increased
significantly since initial recognition.

The Bank considers a debt security to have low credit risk when its credit risk
rating is equivalent to the globally understood definition of ‘investment-grade’.
12-month ECL are the portion of ECL that result from default events on a
financial instrument that are possible within the 12 months after the reporting
date. Financial instruments for which a 12-month ECL is recognised are referred
to as ‘Stage 1 financial instruments’.
Life-time ECL are the ECL that result from all possible default events over the
expected life of the financial instrument. Financial instruments for which a
lifetime ECL is recognised but which are not credit-impaired are referred to as
‘Stage 2 financial instruments’.
Measurement of ECL
ECL are a probability-weighted estimate of credit losses and are measured as
follows:
—

—

financial assets that are not credit-impaired at the reporting date: as the
present value of all cash shortfalls (i.e. the difference between the cash
flows due to the Bank in accordance with the contract and the cash
flows that the Bank expects to receive);
financial assets that are credit-impaired at the reporting date: as the
difference between the gross carrying amount and the present value of
estimated future cash flows;
For more details, refer to Note 8(E)(vi)(a).

Credit impaired financial assets
At each reporting date, the Bank assesses whether financial assets carried at
amortised cost and debt financial assets carried at FVOCI are credit-impaired
(referred to as ‘Stage 3 financial assets’). A financial asset is ‘credit impaired’
when one or more events that have a detrimental impact on the estimated future
cash flows of the financial asset have occurred. Evidence that a financial asset
is credit-impaired includes the following observable data:
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—
—
—
—
—

significant financial difficulty of the borrower or issuer;
a breach of contract such as a default or past due event;
the restructuring of a loan or advance by the Bank on terms that the
Bank would not consider otherwise;
it is becoming probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other
financial reorganisation; and
the disappearance of an active market for a security because of financial
difficulties.

In making an assessment of whether an investment in sovereign debt is creditimpaired, the Bank considers the following factors:
—	The market’s assessment of creditworthiness as reflected in the bond
yields;
—	The rating agencies’ assessments of creditworthiness;
—	The country’s ability to access the capital markets for new debt issuance;
—	The probability of debt being restructured, resulting in holders suffering
losses through voluntary or mandatory debt forgiveness; and
—	The international support mechanisms in place to provide the necessary
support as ‘lender of last resort’ to that country, as well as the intention,
reflected in public statements, of governments and agencies to use
those mechanisms. This includes an assessment of the depth of those
mechanisms and, irrespective of the political intent, whether there is the
capacity to fulfil the required criteria.
Presentation of allowance for ECL in the statement of financial position
Loss allowances for ECL are presented in the statement of financial position as
follows:
—
—

—

financial assets measured at amortized cost: as a deduction from the
gross carrying amount of the assets;
debt instruments measured at FVOCI: no loss allowance is recognized
in the statement of financial position because the carrying amount of
these assets is their fair value. However, the loss allowance is disclosed
and is recognized in the fair value reserve.
Write-off

Loans and debt securities are written off (either partially or in full) when there is no
reasonable expectation of recovering a financial asset in its entirety or a portion
thereof. This is generally the case when the Bank determines that the borrower
does not have assets or sources of income that could generate sufficient cash
flows to repay the amounts subject to the write-off. This assessment is carried
out at the individual asset level.
Recoveries of amounts previously written off are included in ‘impairment losses
on financial instruments’ in the statement of profit or loss and OCI.
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Financial assets that are written off could still be subject to enforcement activities
in order to comply with the Bank’s procedures for recovery of amounts due.
B.

Currency in circulation

Currency in circulation includes banknotes and coins in circulation and is
presented under liabilities as a net of nominal value of all the banknotes and
coins issued and the nominal value of the banknotes and coins on hand as at
the reporting date.
C.

Cash and cash equivalent

Cash and cash equivalents include banknotes and coins on hand in foreign
currency and highly liquid financial assets with original maturities of three
months or less from the acquisition date that are subject to an insignificant risk
of changes in their fair value, and are used by the Bank in the management of
its short-term commitments.
Cash and cash equivalents are carried at amortized cost in the statement of
financial position.
D.
Financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
(Trading assets and liabilities)
Trading assets and liabilities are those assets and liabilities that the Bank
acquires or incurs principally for the purpose of selling or repurchasing in the
near term, or holds as part of a portfolio that is managed together for short-term
profit or position taking.
Trading assets and liabilities are initially recognized and subsequently
measured at fair value in the statement of financial position, with transaction
costs recognized in profit or loss. All changes in fair value are recognised as
part of net trading income in profit or loss.
E.
Financial assets and liabilities at fair value through other comprehensive
income
Financial assets and liabilities at fair value through other comprehensive income
represent those for which the Bank expects to collect contractual cash flows
by either holding or selling the instrument. Investment securities include debt
securities measured at FVOCI; gains and losses are recognised in OCI, except
for the following, which are recognised in profit or loss in the same manner as
for financial assets measured at amortised cost:
— interest revenue using the effective interest method;
—	ECL and reversals; and
— foreign exchange gains and losses.
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When a debt security measured at FVOCI is derecognised, the cumulative gain
or loss previously recognised in OCI is reclassified from equity to profit or loss.
F.

Loans and receivables

Loans and receivables include loans measured at amortised cost (refer to
Note 7(A)(ii)); they are initially measured at fair value plus incremental direct
transaction costs, and subsequently at their amortised cost using the effective
interest method.
When the Bank purchases a financial asset and simultaneously enters into an
agreement to resell the asset (or a substantially similar asset) at a fixed price
on a future date (reverse repo), the arrangement is accounted for as a loan or
advance, and the underlying asset is not recognised in the Banks’s financial
statements.
G.

Monetary Gold

The Bank of Albania as a central bank maintains particular volumes of gold
as part of Albania’s international reserves. In compliance with the requirements
of the Law on the Bank of Albania, the Bank may take any necessary action
in connection with the acquisition, possession and sale of gross international
reserves, including monetary gold. Consequently, monetary gold as part of
international reserves may be immediately used by the Bank without further
constraints which determines it as a monetary asset. Pursuant to the requirements
of the ‘General Provisions for Defining the Valuation Basis in the Financial
Statements’ to the IFRS, the Bank defines the recognition and valuation of the
monetary gold as an asset reported at fair value through profit or loss as the
most reliable and appropriate base for a subsequent valuation of this financial
asset. Gold and other precious metals are measured at market value based on
the London Bullion Market fixing in US dollar at the reporting date.
Gold in standard form (monetary gold) is initially recognised at acquisition
cost. Monetary gold is valued at its fair value being the market value based on
the official London Bullion Market price at the reporting date. Changes in the
fair value are recognized in profit or loss and accumulated in the “Revaluation
Reserve” in Capital and Reserves in accordance with Article 64 (a) of the Law
‘On the Bank of Albania’. Unrealised gains and losses on the revaluation of
the monetary gold and other gold instruments of the Bank are recognised in the
income statement.
H.

Deposits and borrowings

Deposits and borrowings are initially measured at fair value minus incremental
direct transaction costs, and subsequently measured at their amortised cost
using the effective interest method.
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I.

Printing and minting costs

The costs of printing banknotes and minting coins, which have not yet been
put into circulation, are initially recognized as assets at acquisition cost and
subsequently amortized on a straight-line basis over 5 years and 10 years,
respectively.
J.

Intangible assets

Intangible assets are recognised if it is probable that the future economic
benefits that are attributable to the asset will flow to the Bank and the cost of the
asset can be measured reliably. Intangible assets are comprised of computer
software.
Intangible assets acquired by the Bank are stated at cost less accumulated
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses.
Subsequent expenditure on software is capitalised only when it increases the
future economic benefits embodied in the specific asset to which it relates. All
other expenditure is expensed as incurred.
Amortization is recognized in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the
estimated useful life of the software, from the date that it is available for use.
The estimated useful life of a software product is four years. Work in progress
is not amortized.
K.

Property and equipment

(i)

Recognition and measurement

Items of property and equipment are measured at cost less accumulated
depreciation and accumulated impairment losses. The cost of certain items
of property and equipment was determined by reference to fair value at 31
December 2014, which the Bank elected to apply as deemed cost as part
of the transition to IFRS. Adjustments to the accounting records, as well as
the relevant recognition records in the revaluation reserve are reported in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.
(ii)

Subsequent costs

The cost of replacing a part of an item of property or equipment is recognized in
the carrying amount of the item if it is probable that the future economic benefits
embodied within the part will flow to the Bank and its cost can be measured
reliably. The carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised. The costs
of the day-to-day maintenance of property and equipment are recognised in
profit or loss as incurred.
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(iii)

Depreciation

Depreciation is recognised in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the
estimated useful lives of each part of an item of property and equipment. Land,
work in progress, and numismatic coins and objects are not depreciated.
The estimated useful lives are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Buildings
Installations
Vehicles
Furniture and equipment

40 - 70 years
4 – 20 years
5 - 10 years
3 - 20 years

Depreciation methods, useful lives and residual values are reassessed at the
reporting date.
L.

Interest

Effective interest rate
Interest income and expense are recognized in profit or loss using the effective
interest method. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts the
estimated future cash payments and receipts through the expected life of the
financial instrument to:
—
—

the gross carrying amount of the financial asset; or
the amortized cost of the financial liability.

When calculating the effective interest rate for financial instruments other
than credit-impaired assets, the Bank estimates future cash flows considering
all contractual terms of the financial instrument, but not future credit losses.
For credit-impaired financial assets, a credit-adjusted effective interest rate is
calculated using estimated future cash flows including expected credit losses.
The calculation of the effective interest rate includes transaction costs and fees
and points paid or received that are an integral part of the effective interest
rate. Transaction costs include incremental costs that are directly attributable to
the acquisition or issue of a financial asset or financial liability.
Amortised cost and gross carrying amount
The amortized cost of a financial asset or financial liability is the amount at
which the financial asset or financial liability is measured at initial recognition,
minus principal repayments, plus or minus the cumulative amortization using
the effective interest method of any difference between that initial amount
recognized and the maturity amount and for, financial assets, adjusted for any
expected credit loss allowance.
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The ‘gross carrying amount of a financial asset’ is the amortised cost of a
financial asset before adjusting for any expected credit loss allowance.
Calculation of interest income and expense
In calculating interest income and expense, the effective interest rate is applied
to the gross carrying amount of the asset (when the asset is not credit-impaired)
or to the amortised cost of the liability.
However, for financial assets that have become credit-impaired subsequent to
initial recognition, interest income is calculated by applying the effective interest
rate to the amortised cost of the financial asset. If the asset is no longer creditimpaired, then the calculation of interest income reverts to the gross basis.
For financial assets that were credit-impaired on initial recognition, interest
income is calculated by applying the credit-adjusted effective interest rate to the
amortised cost of the asset. The calculation of interest income does not revert to
a gross basis, even if the credit risk of the asset improves.
For information on when financial assets are credit-impaired, refer to Note 7(A)
(vii). As at 31 December 2019 and 31 December 2018 there are no creditimpaired financial assets.
Presentation
Interest income and expense presented in the statement of profit or loss and
OCI include:
—
—

interest on financial assets and financial liabilities measured at amortised
cost calculated on an effective interest basis; and
interest on debt instruments measured at FVOCI calculated on an
effective interest basis.

Interest income and expense on all trading assets and liabilities are considered
to be incidental to the Bank’s trading operations and are presented together
with all other changes in the fair value of trading assets and liabilities in net
trading income (refer to Note 7(O)).Profits and losses arising from changes in
the fair value of financial instruments reported at fair value through profit or loss
are recognised in the income statement.
Interest income and expense are recognised on an accrual basis in accordance
with the Bank’s interest rate policy and concluded agreements with international
financial insti-tutions and customers of the Bank. Interest income and expense
are recognised in the income statement. Interest income and expense also
include the amortisation of the discount and premium calculated on the basis of
the effective interest rate.
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Interest income on foreign securities held in the Bank of Albania portfolio
includes interest rates on interest coupons of securities issued.Interest income on
deposits includes interest income on deposits in foreign currency and in gold.
Other financial income/expenses include income and expenses from sales and
changes in the fair value of financial assets and liabilities held for trading and
assets available for sale.
Net gains/losses from financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit
or loss include net gains from operations in securities, net gains from operations
in foreign currency, net revaluation gains on securities, net gains from gold
revaluation, net gains from revaluation of futures, and net gains from revaluation
of assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currency.
M.

Fees and commissions

Fees and commission income and expense that are integral to the effective
interest rate on a financial asset or liability are included in the measurement of
the effective interest rate.
Other fees and commission income, including account servicing fees, fund
transfer fees, placement fees and credit registry fees are recognised at the
moment the related services are performed.
In accordance with IFRS 15, revenue from contracts with customers is recognised
when the Bank has fulfilled its performance obligations by transferring the
promised services to the customer. Revenue is recognised at an amount
reflecting the consideration expected to be received in return. No changes
in the valuation and recognition of fees and commissions have occurred as a
result of the entry into effect of IFRS 15.
Other fees and commission expense relate mainly to transaction and service
fees, which are expensed as the services are received.
N.

Transactions in foreign currency

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into the functional currency at
the spot exchange rates at the date of the transactions. The exchange rates
of the major foreign currencies as of 31 December 2019 and 31 December
2018 are disclosed in Note 8.F(ii).
Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at the reporting
date are translated into the functional currency at the spot exchange rate at that
date. The foreign currency gain or loss on monetary items is the difference between
the amortised cost in the functional currency at the beginning of the year, adjusted
for effective interest and payments during the year, and the amortised cost in the
foreign currency translated at the spot exchange rate at the end of the year.
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Non-monetary assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value in a foreign
currency are translated into the functional currency at the spot exchange rate
at the date when the fair value is determined. Non-monetary items that are
measured based on historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the
spot exchange rate at the date of the transaction. Foreign currency differences
arising on translation, and those arising from available-for-sale investments are
recognised in profit or loss.
According to the Law No. 8269, dated 23 December 1997 ‘On the Bank
of Albania’ and the Decision No. 104 dated 27 December 2006 of the
Supervisory Council, the net gains/(losses) from foreign exchange that are
recognised in profit or loss in the period are accumulated to the ‘Revaluation
reserve’ included in Capital and Reserves. According to Article 64 (b) the
above mentioned law, the Government of Albania issues debt securities at
market interest rates to cover any negative balance of the revaluation reserve
arising from the Bank’s activity.
O.	Net trading income
Net trading income comprises gains less losses related to trading assets and
liabilities, and includes all realised and unrealised fair value changes, interest,
and foreign exchange differences.
P.

Taxation and profit distribution policy of the Bank

Based on the Law ‘On the Bank of Albania’ the Bank is not subject to income
tax.
The Bank’s policy of distribution of profit from banking operations is defined in
the Law ‘On the Bank of Albania’. According to Article 10(2) of this Law, the
Bank allocates all the realised profit to the State Budget after having fulfilled its
requirement for the reserve fund pursuant to the Law and as determined by the
Supervisory Council of the Bank.
According to Article 11 of the Law ‘On the Bank of Albania’, no transfer,
redemption or payment under Articles 8, 9 or 10 of this Law shall be made
if the assets of the Bank are less than the sum of its liabilities and paid-up
capital. If such conditions arise, based on Article 7 of the Law ‘On the Bank of
Albania’, the Ministry of Finance and Economy shall transfer interest bearing
negotiable government securities to the Bank, in such amount as would be
necessary to remedy the deficiency.
Q.	Employee benefits
(i)

Defined contribution plans

Obligations for contributions to defined contribution plans are recognized in
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profit or loss as the related service is provided and included in personnel
expenses.
(ii)

Social and health contributions

The Bank makes compulsory social security and health contributions in a fund
operated by the Albanian state that provide pension, health and other social
benefits for employees. Obligations for such contributions are recognized in
profit or loss when they are due and included in personnel expenses. The
Albanian state provides the legally set minimum threshold for such contributions.
(iii)

Short-term benefits

Short-term employee benefit obligations are measured on an undiscounted
basis and are expensed as the related service is provided. A provision is
recognized for the amount expected to be paid under short-term cash bonus if
the Bank has a present legal or constructive obligation to pay this amount as
a result of past service provided by the employee and the obligation can be
estimated reliably.
R.

Leases

Policy applicable before 1 January 2019
The determination of whether an arrangement is a lease, or conatain a lease,is
based on the substance of the arrangement and required an assesement of
whether the fulfillment of the arrangement is dependent on the use of a specific
asset or assets or whether the arrangement conveys a right to use the asset.
Leases that do not transfer to the Bank all of the risk and benefits incidental to
ownership of the leased items are operating leases. Contingent rental payable
is recognized as an expense in the period in wich they it is incurred.
Policy applicable as of 1 January 2019
The Bank assesses at contract inception whether a contract is,or contains a
lease. That is, if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified
asset for a period of time in exchange for consideration.
The Bank applies a single recognition and measurement approach for all
leases, except for the short term leases and leases of low–value assets. The
Bank recognises lease liabilities to make lease payments and Right-of–use
assets representing the right to use the underlying assets.
Right-of-use asset
The Bank recognises right-of-use assets at the commencement date of the lease.
Right-of use assetsare measured of cost,less any depreciation or impairment
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losses, and adjusted for any remeasurement of lease liabilities. The cost of the
right-of–use assets include the amount of the lease liabilities recognised, initial
direct costs incurred, and lease payments made at or before the commencement
date less any lease incentives recived. Right–of-use assets are depreciated in a
straight-line basis over the lease term.
The right–of–use assets are presented within Note 15 Property, equipement,
right-of–use and intangible assets.
Lease liabilities
At the commencement date of the lease, the Bank recognizes lease liabilities
measured at the present value of lease payments to be made over the lease
term. The lease payments include fixed payments (less any incentive receivable),
variable lease payments that depend on an index or a rate, and amounts
expected to be paid under residual value guarantees. The lease payments
also include the exercise price of a purchase option reasonably certain to be
exercised by the Bank and payments of penalty for terminating the lease,if
the lease reflects exercising the option to terminate. Payments made under
operating leases are recognised in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the
term of the lease. Lease incentives received are recognised as an integral part
of the total lease expense, over the term of the lease.
S.

Impairment of non-financial assets

The carrying amounts of the Bank’s non-financial assets are reviewed at each
reporting date to determine whether there is any indication of impairment. If any such
indication exists, then the asset’s recoverable amount is estimated. An impairment
loss is recognized if the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount.
The recoverable amount of an asset is the highest of its value in use and its fair value
less costs to sell. In assessing the value in use, the estimated future cash flows are
discounted to their present value using a discount rate that reflects current market
assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset.
Impairment losses recognized in prior periods are assessed at each reporting
date for any indications that the loss has decreased or no longer exists. An
impairment loss is reversed if a change has occurred in the estimates used to
determine the recoverable amount. An impairment loss is reversed only to the
extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount
that would have been determined, net of depreciation or amortization, if no
impairment loss had been recognized.
T.

Provisions

A provision is recognised if, as a result of a past event, the Bank has a present
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legal or constructive obligation that can be estimated reliably, and it is probable
that an outflow of economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation.
The amount recognised as a provision is measured as the best estimate of the
expenditure required to settle the present obligation at the end of the reporting
period. Where the effect of the time value of money is material, the amount of
a provision is the present value of the expenditures expected to be required to
settle the obligation.
U.

Grants

Grants are recognized initially as deferred income when there is reasonable
assurance that they will be received and that the Bank will comply with the
conditions associated with the grant. Grants that compensate the Bank for
expenses incurred are recognized in profit or loss on a systematic basis over the
period in which the related expenses are recognized. Grants that compensate
the Bank for the cost of an asset are recognized in profit or loss on a systematic
basis over the expected life of the asset.
V.

Standards issued and not yet adopted

A number of new Standards and amendments to Standards are issued and
become effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2020,
and earlier application is permitted; however the Bank has not early adopted
them in preparing these financial statements. The following amendments are not
expected to have a significant impact on the Bank’s financial statement
Amendments to IAS 1 and IAS 8: Definition of Material
In October 2018, the IASB issued amendments to IAS 1 Presentation of Financial
Statements and IAS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and
Errors to align the definition of ‘material’ across the standards and to clarify certain
aspects of the definition. The new definition states that, ’Information is material
if omitting, misstating or obscuring it could reasonably be expected to influence
decisions that the primary users of general purpose financial statements make on
the basis of those financial statements, which provide financial information about
a specific reporting entity.’ The amendments to the definition of material is not
expected to have a significant impact on the Bank’s financial statements.
Interest Rate Benchmark Reform: Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7
Interest Rate Benchmark Reform Amendments to IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7
includes a number of reliefs, which apply to all hedging relationships that are
directly affected by interest rate benchmark reform. A hedging relationship is
affected if the reform gives rise to uncertainties about the timing and or amount
of benchmark-based cash flows of the hedged item or the hedging instrument.
The amendment is effective from 1 January 2020. The Bank does not expect a
significant impact from this amendment.
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The Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting
The revised Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting (the Conceptual
Framework) is not a standard, and none of the concepts override those in any
standard or any requirements in a standard.
The IASB issued the Conceptual Framework in March 2018. It sets out a
comprehensive set of concepts for financial reporting, standard setting,
guidance for preparers in developing consistent accounting policies and
assistance to others in their efforts to understand and interpret the standards.
The Conceptual Framework includes some new concepts, provides updated
definitions and recognition criteria for assets and liabilities and clarifies some
important concepts.
The Bank will adopt the following standards when they become effect, but
expects not to have an impact over its financial statements because these are
not applicable to the Bank.
- IFRS 17 Insurance contracts, effective on or after 1 January 2021.
- Amendments to IFRS 3: Definition of a Business.
- Sale or Contribution of Assets between an Investor and its Associate or Joint
Venture – Amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28.
8.	FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS: Classification, RISK MANAGEMENT
AND FAIR VALUES
A.

Classification of financial assets and financialliabilities

The Bank’s accounting policies on the classification of financial instruments
under IFRS 9 are set out in note 7(A)(ii).
(a) On the adoption of IFRS 9, the Bank has classified the exposures with IMF
as debt instruments measured at amortised cost, given the long-term strategic
objective of the Bank to hold these instruments and their contractual cash flows
meeting the SPPI criteria.
(b) Investment debt securities are held by the Bank in separate portfolios to meet
everyday liquidity needs. The Bank seeks to minimise the costs of managing
those liquidity needs and therefore actively manages the return on the portfolio.
That return consists of collecting contractual payments as well as gains and
losses from the sale of financial assets. The investment strategy often results in
sales activity that is significant in value. The Bank considers that under IFRS 9
these securities are held within a business model whose objective is achieved
by both collecting contractual cash flows and selling financial assets. See
accounting policies in Note 7(A)(ii).
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The following table provides a reconciliation between line items in the statement
of financial position and categories of financial instruments.
31 December 2019
ASSETS
Cash and balances with banks
Trading assets
Accounts with the International Monetary Fund
Loans to banks
Investment securities FVOCI
Other assets
Total financial assets

FVOCI – debt
instruments

Amortised
cost

Total carrying
amount

14,624
14,624

269,065
269,065

153,313
30,552
33,956
2,136
219,956

153,313
14,624
30,552
33,956
269,065
2,136
503,646

-

-

302,849
130,764
3,279
45,154
24,037
1,425
507,508

302,849
130,764
3,279
45,154
24,037
1,425
507,508

FVTPL

FVOCI – debt
instruments

Amortised
cost

Total carrying
amount

13,985
13,985

247,604
247,604

189,967
33,512
32,318
1,821
257,618

189,967
13,985
33,512
32,318
247,604
1,821
519,207

-

-

286,132
137,223
5,735
63,111
23,990
212
516,403

286,132
137,223
5,735
63,111
23,990
212
516,403

FVTPL

LIABILITIES
Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the International Monetary Fund
Other liabilities
Total financial liabilities

31 December 2018
ASSETS
Cash and balances with banks
Trading assets
Accounts with the International Monetary Fund
Loans to banks
Investment securities at FVOCI
Other assets
Total financial assets
LIABILITIES
Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the International Monetary Fund
Other liabilities
Total financial liabilities

B.	Risk management framework
The financial instruments of the Bank are mainly used for the purposes of the
foreign reserve management and monetary policy implementation. The Bank has
exposure to the liquidity risk, credit risk, market risk, legal risk and operational
risk from investments in financial instruments.
This note presents information about the Bank’s exposure to each of the above
risks, the Bank’s objectives, policies and processes for measuring and managing
risk.
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Pursuant to the legal requirements, the Bank holds and manages the foreign
reserves of the Republic of Albania. The Supervisory Council has the overall
responsibility for the establishment of the risk management framework and reserve
management policies. The Supervisory Council has approved the regulation ‘On
the functions of the management structure in the decision-making process of the
management of the reserves’. This regulation defines the responsibilities of the
management, the Supervisory Council, the Governor, the Investment Committee,
and the Monetary Operations Department, in managing the foreign reserves.
The Supervisory Council is responsible for approving the regulation ‘On the
policy and management of the foreign reserve’, the Investment Committee is
responsible for approving the ‘Operational Procedure of Investment’ document,
while the Governor approves other guidelines to ensure a more comprehensive
regulation of the reserve management function. The regulation ‘On the policy
and management of the foreign reserve’ defines the objectives of the portfolio
management ranked by priority, and the principles and qualitative criteria used
as the basis of the risk management. The Investment Committee approves the
quantitative criteria based on the limits set forth by the Supervisory Council
and monitors the compliance with the restrictions for permitted level of risk and
foreign reserve investment portfolio performance.
In accordance with the decisions of the Supervisory Council on the eligible
instruments, the reserve is invested in fixed or floating income securities, in
deposits or certificates of deposit, and in derivative instruments related with
these instruments. The remaining foreign reserves are held in Special Drawing
Rights (“SDR”) and in monetary gold. Monetary gold is managed in accordance
with the regulation ‘On the policy and the management of gold’, approved by
the Supervisory Council. Following the review of the accounting policy for
monetary gold (see Notes 5(A) and 7(G)) in 2016, the Bank concluded that
monetary gold is not a financial instrument.
C.

Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk is the risk that: a) the Bank will encounter difficulty in meeting
obligations associated with its financial liabilities in due time; and b) the Bank
will not be able to sell a financial instrument within a specific time frame without
causing significant loss compared to the market value. Liquidity is amongst the
primary objectives of the foreign reserve management and is defined as the
goal to insure the availability at all times of sufficient funds to meet the liquidity
needs associated with:
—
—

implementing the monetary policy and the exchange rate policy of the
Bank; and
maintaining financial stability and meeting the needs of the country in
periods of crisis.

The implementation of these objectives is performed through the breakdown
of the foreign reserve in certain tranches that, within the context of a prudent
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management of the liquidity risk, serve specific purposes and carry specific
features.
The foreign currency liability tranche represents investments in assets that are
financed by the liabilities in foreign currency, which are mainly composed by
the funds deposited by commercial banks as part of the reserve requirement
and by the government.
The net reserve is composed of:
1.
2.
3.

the working capital tranche: designed to meet the monthly liquidity
needs arising within one month;
the liquidity tranche: designed to meet the liquidity needs arising within
one year;
the investment tranche: it represents the remaining balance as surplus and
is designed to meet the liquidity needs arising beyond the timeframes
described in the first two tranches.

The selection of the financial instruments in which the majority of each tranche
is invested, (the ‘benchmark portfolios’) and the duration of each benchmark
portfolio are determined in line with the use of each tranche to meet the liquidity
needs of the Bank and with the objectives determined by the Supervisory
Council. The tables below set out the remaining contractual maturities of the
Bank’s financial liabilities and financial assets. The Bank’s expected cash flows
on these instruments may vary from the contractual cash flows.
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130,764
3,279
43,256
17,050
926
195,275
(10,818)

Financial liabilities
Non-derivative liabilities
Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the IMF
Other liabilities
Total financial liabilities

Asset-liability maturity mismatch as at 31 December 2019

39,103

-

11
39,103

184,457

Derivative assets
Interest rate future contracts
Total financial assets

From 1 to
3 months

4,870
862
7,462
25,898
39,092

Up to 1
month

133,837
49
9,597
26,494
14,481
184,457

Financial assets
Non-derivative assets
Cash and balances with banks
Trading assets
Account with the IMF
Loans to banks
Investment securities
Other assets (note 16)

31 December 2019

47,970

1,398
1,398

49,368

11,563
984
36,821
49,368

From 3 to
6 months

61,257

-

61,257

3,043
997
57,216
1
61,257

From 6
months to
1 year

143,654

69
69

-

143,723

11,694
132,020
8
143,723

From 1 to
5 years

4,783

-

4,783

27
2,629
2,127
4,783

Over 5
years

(289,811)

302,849
500
6,987
430
310,766

20,955

20,955
20,955

Undefined
maturity

(3,862)

302,849
130,764
3,279
45,154
24,037
1,425
507,508

11
503,646

153,313
14,613
30,552
33,956
269,065
2,136
503,635

Total
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Asset-liability maturity mismatch as at 31 December 2018

(9,070)

137,223
5,735
62,035
17,025
212
222,230

Financial liabilities
Non-derivative liabilities
Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the IMF
Other liabilities
Total financial liabilities
25,517

-

12
25,517

213,160

Derivative assets
Interest rate future contracts
Total financial assets

From 1 to
3 months

10,406
456
10,642
4,001
25,505

Up to 1
month

175,243
380
12,634
21,676
3,227
213,160

Financial assets
Non-derivative assets
Cash and balances with banks
Trading assets
Account with the IMF
Loans to banks
Investment securities
Other assets (note 16)

31 December 2018

27,367

576
576

27,943

4,318
584
23,041
27,943

From 3 to
6 months

81,965

-

81,965

1,009
80,956
81,965

From 6
months to
1 year

142,701

-

142,701

11,544
131,157
142,701

From 1 to
5 years

7,043

-

7,043

5,222
1,821
7,043

Over 5
years

(272,719)

286,132
500
6,965
293,597

20,878

20,878
20,878

Undefined
maturity

2,804

286,132
137,223
5,735
63,111
23,990
212
516,403

12
519,207

189,967
13,973
33,512
32,318
247,604
1,821
519,195

Total
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D.

Credit risk

Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Bank, if a counterparty to a financial
instrument fails to meet its contractual obligations, and arises principally from
the Bank’s loans and advances to other banks and investment securities. For
risk management reporting purposes, the Bank considers and consolidates all
elements of credit risk exposure (such as individual obligor default risk, country
and sector risk).
The risk in respect of changes in value in trading assets arising from changes
in market spreads applied to debt securities and derivatives is managed as a
component of market risk (see ( D) below).
(i)

Settlement risk

Foreign reserve management activity may give rise to risk at the time of
settlement of transactions and trades. Settlement risk is the risk of loss due to
the failure of an entity to honour its obligations to deliver cash, securities or
other assets as contractually agreed. The Bank minimizes settlement risk through
implementation of best practices for the recognition and ongoing monitoring of
settlement procedures and conditions.
(ii)

Custody risk

Custody risk is the risk of a loss of assets placed in custody in the case of
insolvency, negligence, fraud, mismanagement or inadequate portfolio
maintenance practices by the custodian. The Bank minimizes this risk by selecting
for securities’ custody services reputable international financial institutions with a
minimum of USD 1,000 billion in assets under custody.
(iii)

Management of credit risk

The following table sets out the carrying amounts of the financial assets that are
exposed to credit risk as at 31 December 2019 and 31 December 2018:
31 December 31 December
2019
2018
Assets
Cash and balances with banks (excluding cash on hand -Note 9)
Accounts with the IMF (Note 11)
Loans to banks (Note 12)
Trading assets (Note 13)
Investment securities (Note 14)
Other financial assets (loans to employees) (Note 16)
Total

153,282
30,552
33,956
14,624
269,065
2,136
503,615

189,949
33,512
32,318
13,985
247,604
1,821
519,189

Assets denominated in foreign currencies - For the management of credit
risk related to foreign exchange reserve exposures the Supervisory Council
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has established base criteria of exposure to counterparties, and by type of
investment, issuer, credit rating band, market liquidity, with the governments
and central banks issues prioritized. The evaluation and monitoring process of
the credit rating of the eligible issuers is based on the analysis and the rating
determined by the principal rating agencies, including Standard & Poor’s,
Moody’s and Fitch, as well as in the reviewing processes, on a daily basis, of
the performance of several market indicators of the quality of the credit rating
of the issuer. In accordance with the limits imposed by the Supervisory Council,
the Investment Committee is authorized to establish other qualitative and/or
quantitative limits on the exposure level for the issuer/financial institution on
an individual basis, category, or combined category and instrument basis.
Depending on the market environment and conditions, the Bank may decide to
adapt even more conservative limits for an issuer/financial institution.
Assets denominated in foreign currency that are part of the foreign exchange
reserve, include cash and balances with banks (excluding cash on hand),
trading assets, account with the IMF and investment securities denominated in
foreign currency. The investment of the foreign exchange reserve is limited to:
government/central bank issues with minimum credit ratings of A- and BBBfor governments of the euro area; sovereign agencies, multilateral institutions
and public entities with a minimum credit rating of AA-; and banks and other
financial institutions with a minimum credit rating of AA.
The credit rating refers to the credit rating of an issuer/financial institution,
and if such rating is not provided, the credit rating of the long-term debt of
the financial institution is used. For the purpose of the reserve management
implementation operations and for payments, the Bank may operate through
current accounts opened with banks with a minimum credit rating of BBB.
For the purpose of the administration of foreign reserves portfolio, as a first step
the Bank monitors economic developments in the economies in which Bank is
exposed though investments in securities. The extent of monitoring and the level
of management input varies. For the major currencies, the Bank considers that
the rating agencies’ credit ratings and other public information is reflected in
the prices and data for Expected Credit Loss (ECL). In addition, the portfolio
manager and the risk unit monitors the creditworthiness of each borrower using
market research and other sources such as public financial statements. The
PDs associated with each grade are determined based on long time historical
realized default rates updated on an annual basis, as published by the rating
agency.
Assets denominated in domestic currency
Assets denominated in domestic currency include loans to banks, investment
debt securities issued by the Albanian Government and loans to employees
included in other financial assets.
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The Bank does not actively manage the credit risk for assets denominated
in domestic currency, as they are largely originated for the purposes of the
monetary policy implementation operations. For the monitoring of credit risk for
these assets the Bank uses both external and internally developed analysis and
information, which includes also information available to the Bank due to its
role as regulator and Central Bank.
For loans to domestic commercial banks (overnight loans and reverse repo
transactions), the Bank mitigates the credit risk through the collateral, which
consists of debt securities issued by the Albanian Government. The collateral
value for each transaction is not lower than the value of the granted loan plus
a certain margin. If the value of the security placed as collateral drops under
a defined level, Bank of Albania asks commercial banks to place additional
collateral, based on the revaluation of the securities.
The risk grading model used by the Bank for the assessment of ECLs for loans
to domestic commercial banks is based on criteria that are similar to those used
for supervisory purposes, such as the capital adequacy, credit growth, liquidity
and profitability of the counterparties. The risk grades and the methodology
is subject to regular reviews by the Bank.Investment securities denominated in
domestic currency consist of Treasury Bills issued by the Albanian Government,
with maturity of up to one year. This portfolio is originated as the Bank of
Albania intervenes in the money market through outright transactions, intended
to manage the liquidity structure of the banking system with potential impact in
the short-term interest rates in this market.
The credit risk of the portfolio of investment securities denominated in domestic
currency is assessed based on historical data and assessment of the ability
of the Albanian Government to meet its contractual cash flows obligations in
domestic currency in the near term.
For loans to employees the Bank assesses ECLs based on historic loss ratios,
adjusted for forward-looking macroeconomic information.
(iv)

Credit quality analysis

The following table sets out information about the credit quality of financial assets
measured at amortised cost and FVOCI debt investments. Unless specifically
indicated, for financial assets, the amounts in the table represent gross carrying
amounts.
Explanation of the terms: ‘Stage 1’, ‘Stage 2’ and ‘Stage 3’ are included in
Note 7(A)(vii). The credit ratings show the second best rating amongst Standard
& Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch.
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Cash and balances with banks at amortised cost
Rated AAA
Rated AA- to AA+
Rated A- to A+
Rated BBB+ and below
Albanian Government B+*
BIS Basel
Loss allowance
Carrying amount
Accounts with IMF**
Unrated

Loss allowance
Carrying amount
Debt investment securities at FVOCI
Rated AAA
Rated AA- to AA+
Rated A- to A+
Rated BBB+ and below
Albanian Government (B+)*
BIS Basel
Carrying amount – fair value
Loss allowance
Carrying amount – fair value
Other financial assets at amortised cost
Unrated

10,344
112,561
27,434
12
7
2,932
153,290
(8)
153,282

-

- 10,344
8,867
- 112,561 146,502
- 27,434 18,106
12
11
7
4
2,932 16,473
- 153,290 189,963
(8)
(14)
- 153,282 189,949

30,552
30,552
30,552

-

-

30,552
30,552
30,552

33,512
33,512
33,512

33,956
33,956
33,956

-

-

33,956
33,956
33,956

32,318
32,318
32,318

84,813
86,821
27,462
7,948
55,165
6,855
269,065
(18)
269,065

-

- 84,813 72,619
- 86,821 79,090
- 27,462 23,375
7,948 14,812
- 55,165 55,587
6,855
2,121
- 269,065 247,604
(18)
(15)
- 269,065 247,604

2,142
2,142
(6)
2,136

-

-

Loss allowance
Carrying amount

* The Albanian Government is rated as B+, stable, based on the credit rating of Standard &
Poor’s and B1, stable, based on the credit rating of Moody`s.
** The currency value of the SDR is determined by summing the values in the US dollar, based
on market exchange rates, of a basket of major currencies (US dollar, Euro, Pound sterling,
Chinese yuan and Japanese yen). The SDR currency value is calculated daily and the valuation
basket is reviewed and adjusted every five years.

The following table sets out the credit quality of trading debt securities. The
analysis has been based on the second best rating amongst Standard & Poor’s,
Moody’s and Fitch ratings.
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2018
Total

Stage 2

Loss allowance
Carrying amount
Loans to banks at amortised cost
Grade: Low-fair risk
Grade: Low risk
Grade: Average risk
Grade: Moderately high risk
Grade: High risk

Stage 3

2019
Total

Stage 1

Bank of Albania

2,142
2,142
(6)
2,136

1,827
1,827
(6)
1,821
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Bonds of foreign agencies
Rated AAA
Rated AA- to AA+
Bonds of foreign governments and multilateral institutions
Rated AAA
Rated AA- to AA+
Total trading debt securities

(v)

2019

2018

1,790
2,540
4,330

2,446
2,419
4,865

9,011
1,272
10,283
14,613

7,520
1,588
9,108
13,973

Collateral held and other credit enhancements

The Bank holds collateral and other credit enhancements against certain credit
exposures. The following table sets out the principal types of collateral held
against different types of financial assets.
Percentage of exposure
that is subject to collateral
requirements
31 Decem- 31 Decem- Principal type of collaterNote
ber 2019
ber 2018
al held
Loans to banks
Reverse repurchase agreements and overnight loans
Other financial assets
Loans to employees

12

100

100

Albanian Government
debt securities

16

100

100

Mortgage or contract
guarantees

At 31 December 2019, the Bank held loans to banks of ALL 33,956 million (1
January 2019: ALL 32,318 million), for which no loss allowance is recognised
because of full collateral coverage.
(vi)

Amounts arising from ECL

(a)	Inputs, assumptions and techniques used for estimating impairment
For more details refer to accounting policy in Note 7(A)(vii).
Significant increase in credit risk
When determining whether the risk of default of the invested amount on a
financial instrument has increased significantly since initial recognition, the Bank
considers reasonable and supportable information that is relevant and available
without undue cost or effort. This includes both quantitative and qualitative
information and analysis, based on the Bank’s historical experience and credit
risk specialists assessment and including forward-looking information.
The objective of the assessment is to identify whether a significant increase in
credit risk has occurred for an exposure by comparing:
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—
—

the remaining lifetime probability of default (PD) as at the reporting
date; with
the remaining lifetime PD for this point in time that was estimated at the
time of initial recognition of the exposure (adjusted where relevant for
changes in prepayment expectations).

Credit risk grades/ratings
For assessing the risk of default, at initial recognition, the Bank assigns to
each exposure in foreign currency the second best rating amongst Standard &
Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch for that particular counterparty.
The Bank, at initial recognition, allocates each exposure to banks to a credit
risk grade based on a variety of data that is determined to be predictive of the
risk of default and applying experienced credit judgement. Credit risk grades
are defined using qualitative and quantitative factors that are indicative of risk
of default. These factors vary depending on the nature of the exposure and the
type of borrower. Credit risk grades are defined and calibrated such that the
risk of default occurring increases exponentially as the credit risk deteriorates.
Exposures are subject to ongoing monitoring, which may result in an exposure
being moved to a different credit risk grade/rating. The monitoring typically
involves use of the following data.
Foreign currency exposures

Domestic currency exposures

Other assets

– Data from credit rating
agencies, press articles,changes in external
credit ratings

– Internally collected data on
banks and supervisory indicators

– Repayment history – this
includes overdue status
and financial situation
of the borrower.

– Quoted bond prices for the
counterparty, where available

–	Existing and forecast changes
in business, financial and
economic conditions

–	Existing and forecast
changes in financial
and economic conditions

– Actual and expected
significant changes in the
political, regulatory and
technological environment
of the counterparty or in its
business activities

– Affordability metrics

Generating the term structure of probability of default “PD”
Credit risk grades/ratings are a primary input into the determination of the
term structure of PD for exposures. The Bank collects performance and default
information about its credit risk exposures analysed by counterparty as well as by
credit risk grading/ratings. The Bank employs statistical models to analyse the
data collected and generate estimates of the remaining lifetime PD of exposures
and how these are expected to change as a result of the passage of time. This
analysis includes the identification and calibration of relationships between
changes in default rates and changes in key macro-economic factors. Key
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macro-economic indicators include: GDP growth, exchange rates, benchmark
interest rates and credit growth.
The methodology for determining PDs for domestic commercial banks is based
on the Risk Assessment System (RAS) used for supervisory purposes. Factors
considered by this system include the capital adequacy, credit risk, liquidity
and profitability of the counterparty. The PDs are calculated as the average
weighted PDs for each factor, where the weights are determined based on the
importance of the factor.
For the assets denominated in foreign currency, Bank uses 12-month PDs for
sovereign and non-sovereign issuances, estimated based on transition matrices
published by S&P which indicate a possibility of bankruptcy over 12 months
for issuers per each respective rating category. For the sovereign issuance, a
long-term transition matrix is used. For non-sovereign issuance, two matrices are
used, a long-term transition matrix of financial institutions (normal scenario) and
the transition matrix of a financial crisis year (alternative recession scenario),
weighted against respective probabilities.
For exposures to the Albanian Government in domestic currency, the estimated
PD considers the short-term maturity of such exposures, the absence of historical
defaults and detailed assessments of the ability of the Albanian Government to
fulfill its contractual cash flow obligations in the short-term which consider also
the macroeceonimc indicators over the assessment period.
Determining whether credit risk has increased significantly
The criteria for determining whether credit risk has increased significantly vary
by portfolio and include quantitative changes in PDs and qualitative factors,
including a backstop based on delinquency.
The credit risk of a particular exposure in foreign currency is deemed to have
increased significantly since initial recognition if:
—
—
—

the credit rating from all the three rating agencies (Standard & Poor’s,
Moody’s and Fitch) falls below BBB- (or its’ equivalent); or
the credit rating from one of the above agencies is downgraded to BB-;
or
there is a delay in the repayment of an obligation to the Bank by more
than or equal to 30 days. In this case the credit risk will be deemed to
have significantly increased for all exposures to that issuer.

The credit risk of a particular exposure in domestic currency for commercial
banks is deemed to have increased significantly since initial recognition if one
of the following criteria is met:
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—
—
—

—

a commercial bank receives Emergency Liquidity Assistance (ELA) loan
and the PD is over 30%;
the PD is higher than 40% in the reporting period;
the PD is higher than 25%, and it has increased by more than 5
percentage points in the reporting period compared to the initial
recognition period; or
there is a delay in the repayment of an obligation (excluding ELA) to
the Bank by more than or equal to 30 days. In this case the credit risk
will be deemed to have significantly increased for all exposures to that
counterparty.

Days past due are determined by counting the number of days since the earliest
elapsed due date in respect of which due instalment has not been received.
Due dates are determined without considering any grace period that might be
available to the borrower.
For exposures toward Albanian government the credit risk is considered to be
increased significantly since initial recognition if there is delay of 30 days or
more in the repayment of an obligation to the Bank.
The Bank monitors the effectiveness of the criteria used to identify significant
increases in credit risk by regular reviews to confirm that the criteria are capable
of identifying significant increases in credit risk before an exposure is in default.
Definition of default
The Bank considers a financial asset to be in default when:
—

—

the borrower is unlikely to pay its credit obligations to the Bank in full,
without recourse by the Bank to actions such as realising security (if any
is held); or
the borrower is past due more than 90 days on any material credit
obligation to the Bank.

Definition of default
In assessing whether a borrower is in default, the Bank considers indicators
that are:
—
—
—

qualitative – e.g. breaches of covenants;
quantitative – e.g. overdue status and non-payment on another
obligation of the same issuer to the Bank; and
based on data developed internally and obtained from external sources.

Inputs into the assessment of whether a financial instrument is in default and their
significance may vary over time to reflect changes in circumstances.
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Incorporation of forward-looking information
The Bank incorporates forward-looking information into both its assessment of
whether the credit risk of an instrument has increased significantly since its initial
recognition and its measurement of ECL.
For exposures in domestic currency, the Bank formulates a ‘base scenario’
view of the future direction of relevant economic variables (GDP growth,
exchange rates, benchmark interest rates and credit growth) as well as a
representative range of other possible forecast scenarios “moderate scenario”,
considering the relative probabilities of each outcome by comparing the results
of previous stress tests with financial agents’ economic indicators during the
reference period. The base scenario represents a most-likely outcome and is
aligned with information used by the Bank for other purposes such as strategic
planning and forecasting. The other scenarios “moderate scenario” represent
more pessimistic outcomes. Periodically, the Bank carries out stress testing of
more extreme shocks to calibrate its determination of these other representative
scenarios.
For non-sovereign issuances in foreign currency, forward-looking information is
incorporated in the assessment of the probability of defaults, as the probability
of the normal scenario and alternative scenario is calculated based on the
probability of recession of major economies (as one of the main indicators of
increased probability of default for non-sovereign issuers), to which additional
quality factors may be applied. For sovereign issuances in foreign currency
forward-looking economic variable are incorporated in the determination of the
PD through respective rating in transition matrices published by external rating
agencies. These variables are reviewed periodically and in case of significant
market changes by the credit rating agencies.
Modified financial assets
The contractual terms of a financial asset may be modified for a number of
reasons, including changing market conditions, and other factors not related to
a current or potential credit deterioration of the counterparty. An existing asset
whose terms have been modified may be derecognised and the renegotiated
asset recognised as a new one at fair value in accordance with the accounting
policy set out in Note 7(A)(iv).
When the terms of a financial asset are modified and the modification does not
result in derecognition, the determination of whether the asset’s credit risk has
increased significantly reflects comparison of:
—
—

its remaining lifetime PD at the reporting date based on the modified
terms; with
the remaining lifetime PD estimated based on data at initial recognition
and the original contractual terms.
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Measurement of ECL
The key inputs into the measurement of ECL are the term structure of the following
variables:
—
—
—

probability of default (PD);
loss given default (LGD);
exposure at default (EAD).

Measurement of ECL
These parameters are derived from internally developed statistical models, globally
recognized external developed statistical models and other historical data. They
are adjusted to reflect forward-looking information as described above.
PD estimates are estimates at a certain date, which are calculated based on
statistical rating models, and assessed using rating tools tailored to the various
categories of counterparties and exposures. These statistical models are based
on internally and externally compiled data comprising both quantitative and
qualitative factors. Transition matrixes data are used to derive the PD for foreign
counterparties. If a counterparty or exposure migrates between rating classes,
then this will lead to a change in the estimate of the associated PD.
LGD is the magnitude of the likely loss if there is a default. The Bank estimates LGD
parameters based on the history of recovery rates, or parameters calculated by
rating agencies and regulatory institutions such as BIS Basel, of claims against
defaulted counterparties. The LGD models consider the structure, collateral,
seniority of the claim, counterparty industry and recovery costs of any collateral
that is integral to the financial asset.
EAD represents the expected exposure in the event of a default. The Bank
derives the EAD from the current exposure to the counterparty and potential
changes to the current amount allowed under the contract including amortisation.
The EAD of a financial asset is its gross carrying amount. EAD estimates are
calculated on a discounted cash flow basis using the effective interest rate as
the discounting factor.
As described above, and subject to using a maximum of a 12-month PD for
financial assets for which credit risk has not significantly increased, the Bank
measures ECL considering the risk of default over the maximum contractual period
over which it is exposed to credit risk, even if, for risk management purposes, the
Bank considers a longer period. The maximum contractual period extends to the
date at which the Bank has the right to require repayment of an advance.
Where modelling of a parameter is carried out on a collective basis, the
financial instruments are grouped on the basis of shared risk characteristics that
include:
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—

instrument type;
credit risk grading;
collateral type;
date of initial recognition;
remaining term to maturity;
industry; and
geographic location of the borrower.

The groupings are subject to regular review to ensure that exposures within a
particular group remain appropriately homogeneous.
For portfolios in respect of which the Bank has limited historical data, external
benchmark information is used to supplement the internally available data. The
portfolios for which external benchmark information represents a significant
input into measurement of ECL comprise financial assets in foreign currency as
follows:
In ALL Million
Cash and balances with
banks (current accounts and
deposits)
Investment securities in
foreign currency

External benchmarks used
PD

LGD

153,301

2nd Best Rating (from: S&P,
Moody`s and Fitch)

Moody`s recovery
studies

213,900

2nd Best Rating (from: S&P,
Moody`s and Fitch)

Moody`s recovery
studies

Exposure

(b)	Loss allowance
The following tables show reconciliations from the opening to the closing
balance of the loss allowance by class of financial instrument. Explanation of
the terms: ‘Stage 1’, ‘Stage 2’ and ‘Stage 3’ and credit-impaired are included
in Note 7(A)(vii).

Cash and balances with banks
Balance at 1 January
Net remeasurement of loss allowance
Balance at end of the period
Other assests at amortised cost
Balance at 1 January
Net remeasurement of loss allowance
Balance at end of the period
Investment debt securities at FVOCI
Balance at the beginning of the period
Net remeasurement of loss allowance
Balance at end of the period
Total
Balance at the beginning of the period
Net remeasurement of loss allowance
Balance at end of the period

Bank of Albania

Stage 1

2019
Stage 2 Stage 3

Total

2018
Total

14
(6)
8

-

-

14
(6)
8

13
1
14

6

-

6

6

-

6

8
(2)
6

16
2
18

-

-

16
2
18

14
2
16

36
(3)
33

-

-

36
(3)
33

35
1
36
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The above loss allowance for debt investment securities at FVOCI is not
recognized in the statement of financial position because the carrying amount
of these assets is their fair value.
(c)

Credit-impaired financial assets

For more details refer to accounting policy in Note 7(A)(vii).
As at 31 December 2019 and 31 December 2018, the Bank had no creditimpaired financial assets.
(vii)

Concentrations of credit risk

The Bank monitors concentrations of credit risk by geographic location and by
counterparty type. An analysis of concentrations of credit risk is shown below.
Concentration by location for investment securities is based on the country of
domicile of the issuer of the security. Concentration by counterparty type is
based on the customer’s country of domicile
A segregation of the financial assets by geography is set out below:
31 December 2019
Accounts and deposits with
financial institutions (Note 9)
Trading assets
Accounts with the IMF
Loans to banks
Investment securities
Other assets (Note 16)
Total
31 December 2018
Accounts and deposits with
financial institutions (Note 9)
Trading assets
Accounts with the IMF
Loans to banks
Investment securities
Other assets (Note 16)
Total
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France

Other EU
countries

6,499 102,726

27,478

4,758

2,031

8

9,783 153,283

1,519
1,347
23,319 12,769
31,337 116,842

2,971
108,605
139,054

6,856
11,614

7,075
48,660
57,766

33,956
55,165
2,136
91,265

1,712
14,624
30,552
30,552
33,956
13,691 269,065
2,136
55,738 503,616

France

Other EU
countries

Switzer- United States
Republic
land
of America of Albania

4,473 128,402

21,269

20,792

6,112

4

8,897 189,949

2,339
1,218
17,860 16,944
24,672 146,564

2,894
106,027
130,190

108
2,122
23,022

6,701
42,581
55,394

32,318
55,587
1,821
89,730

725
13,985
33,512
33,512
32,318
6,483 247,604
1,821
49,617 519,189

Germany

Germany

Switzer- United States
Republic
land
of America of Albania
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A segregation of the financial assets by counterparty type is set out below:
31 December 2019
Central Bank
Bank for International Settlements (“BIS Basel”)
Foreign governments and
multilateral institutions
Foreign agencies
Commercial Banks
Albanian Government
Other
Total
31 December 2018
Central Bank
Bank for International Settlements (“BIS Basel”)
Foreign governments and
multilateral institutions
Foreign agencies
Commercial Banks
Albanian Government
Other
Total

Accounts and deposits with financial institutions
138,781
2,932

11,570
153,283

-

Loans to Investment
banks securities

Other
assets

Total

-

-

-

176,397

-

-

6,855

-

9,787

3,489

-

-

133,235

-

136,724

4,060
-

30,552

33,956
33,956

31,024
42,786
55,165
269,065

2,136
2,136

35,084
88,312
55,165
2,147
503,616

Loans to Investment
banks securities

Other
assets

Total

11
14,624

-

Accounts
with the
IMF
33,512

16,472

-

3,084
4,319
5,783
189,949

Accounts and deposits with financial institutions
160,291

E.

7,064

Accounts
with the
IMF
30,552

Trading
assets

Trading
assets

-

-

-

193,803

-

-

2,121

-

18,593

9,108

-

-

139,605

-

151,797

4,865
-

33,512

32,318
32,318

18,039
32,252
55,587
247,604

1,821
1,821

27,223
70,353
55,587
1,833
519,189

12
13,985

Market risk

Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices, such as interest rates, equity
prices, foreign exchange rates and credit spreads (not relating to changes in
the obligor’s / issuer’s credit standing) will affect the Bank of Albania’s income
or the value of its holdings of financial instruments. The objective of market risk
management is to manage and control market risk exposures within acceptable
parameters, while optimizing the return on risk.
The key elements of price risk affecting the Bank are:
•
•

Interest rate risk associated with fluctuations in the fair value of financial
instruments due to changes in market interest rates; and
Currency risk associated with fluctuations in the fair value of financial
instruments due to changes in foreign exchange rates.

The Bank’s exposure to currency risk is monitored on a continual basis. Financial
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are disclosed in the
relevant notes of the financial statements.
For the purpose of foreign reserve management, function performed by the
Monetary Operations Department, Supervisory Council has established a set
of criteria for the currency composition of the foreign reserve, in accordance
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with the objectives of holding the reserves. This serves as a reference for the
management of the exchange rate risk. As a result, the Bank is passive in the
management of the exchange rate risk. The Investment Committee defines a set
of narrow ranges of the currency composition of some of the tranches of the
foreign exchange reserve. The limits are monitored by the Monetary Operations
Department, which carries out the necessary rebalancing operations in order to
preserve the required weights of the currencies’ composition.
(i)	Interest rate risk
The Bank’s operations are subject to the risk of interest rate fluctuations, which
affect the prices of interest-earning assets (including investments) and interestbearing liabilities.
The Monetary Operations Department of the Bank monitors the interest rate risk.
The Bank mitigates such risks by maintaining a significant excess of interestbearing assets over liabilities. The Bank maintains a portfolio of interest-bearing
financial assets and liabilities such that the net interest income is significantly
higher than operating needs, in order to minimize the potential adverse effects
of interest rate fluctuations. Interest rates applicable to financial assets and
liabilities are disclosed in the relevant notes to the financial statements.
The interest rate risk management, for the purpose of foreign reserve
management, in its core process includes the selection of the portfolio/duration
benchmark for each market (currency) in which the foreign reserves are
held. The benchmark selection is reviewed annually or whenever changes in
market conditions require a reassessment. Besides determining the benchmark
portfolio, the Investment Committee, in accordance with the limits imposed by
the Supervisory Council, determines limits at the tranche level for the additional
risk factors that can be taken by the portfolio manager specialist during the
active administration. The limits at portfolio level are established by the Head
of the Monetary Operations Department.
The principal tools used to measure the interest rate risk for individual portfolios
within the foreign exchange reserve are Duration and Value at Risk (“VaR”).
•
•

Duration measures the sensitivity of the price of a fixed-income security
against the volatility of the interest rates in the market.
The VaR is defined as the estimated maximum loss that will arise on
a portfolio over a specified period of timefrom its exposure to the risk
factors with a specified confidence interval.

The Bank uses parametric methods such as the covariance matrix, calculated
based on the historical changes of the interest rates, weekly data from the last
three years with a confidence interval of 95%, and weighted methods such as
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) to calculate the estimated
maximum loss from the portfolios for a one-year period. A VaR of 95% (VaR
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(95%)) can be interpreted as the maximum loss in 95% of the cases in a oneyear period.
For the purposes of foreign reserve management, the calculated VaR includes
only the exposure to the risk of changes in interest rates for all positions, including
benchmark instruments and non-benchmark instruments.
For benchmark instruments, the data used encompasses changes in interest
rates for treasury issues or high quality agency issues, depending on the specific
benchmark for each currency and for non-benchmark instruments the data used
encompasses changes in interest rates for issues rated as AA, given that this
rating constitutes the major share of non-benchmark instruments of the reserve
portfolios.
The following is a summary of the VaR (95%) position of the Bank’s portfolios at
31 December 2019 and 2018:
31 December 2019
(2,178)

VaR (95%) in Lek

31 December 2018
(1,459)

Furthermore, an important method to measure market risk is the sensitivity
analysis of the value of the reserve to hypothetical changes in market factors.
The data used in the sensitivity analysis calculations include the duration of
portfolios and weight of each currency. The duration of the portfolio shows
the degree of change in the market value of the portfolio, assuming a parallel
shift of the yield curve based on interest rates for all the instruments within the
portfolio.
Assuming an immediate parallel increase (decrease) in interest rates by 50
basis points and 100 basis points and a correlation equal to 1 between the
curves, and based on the duration of the aggregate foreign exchange reserves,
the estimated loss (gain) for each scenario is as follows:
Estimated effect on Profit/(loss) ALL million
Increase
Decrease

2019
100 bp
50 bp
(3,705) (1,852)
3,705
1,852

2018
100 bp
50 bp
(3,921) (1,961)
3,921
1,961

Assets and liabilities with variable interest rates carry the risk of changing the
base that serves to determine interest rates.
The position of the Bank’s sensitivity to interest rate by contractual repricing is
presented in the following table, showing the carrying amounts of financial
instruments classified by contractual repricing or maturity date.
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Fixed rate instruments

Floating
rate instruments

Up to 1
month

From 1 to
3 months

Over 3
months

Non-interest bearing
instruments

Interest-earning assets
Cash and balances with banks
Trading assets
Accounts with the IMF
Loans to banks
Investment securities
Other assets (Note 16)
Total

153,313 131,581
14,624
893
30,552
9,597
33,956
269,065
1,766
2,136
503,646 143,837

1,330
49
26,493
14,481
42,353

4,870
742
7,463
25,898
38,973

14,606
12,940
226,920
2,136
256,602

926
20,955
21,881

Interest-bearing liabilities
Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the IMF
Other liabilities
Total
Interest-bearing financial instruments gap

302,849
130,764
3,279
45,154
500
24,037
6,988
1,425
507,508
7,488
(3,862) 136,348

130,764
857
131,621
(89,268)

38,974

499
499
256,103

302,849
2,422
44,654
17,049
926
367,900
(346,019)

31 December 2019

Total

Fixed rate instruments

Floating
rate instruments

Up to 1
month

From 1 to
3 months

Over 3
months

Non-interest bearing
instruments

Interest-earning assets
Cash and balances with banks
Trading assets
Accounts with the IMF
Loans to banks
Investment securities
Other assets (Note 16)
Total

189,967 161,062
13,985
1,429
33,512 12,634
32,318
247,604
124
1,821
519,207 175,249

14,106
380
21,677
3,227
39,390

10,406
273
10,641
3,877
25,197

4,319
11,903
240,376
1,821
258,419

74
20,878
20,952

Interest-bearing liabilities
Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the IMF
Other liabilities
Total
Interest-bearing financial instruments gap

286,132
137,223
5,735
63,111
500
23,990
6,983
212
516,403
7,483
2,804 167,766

137,223
3,886
141,109
(101,719)

25,197

258,419

286,132
1,849
62,611
17,007
212
367,811
(346,859)

31 December 2018

Total

Future contracts
A future contract is a standardized contract to buy or sell a financial or nonfinancial asset, at a certain date in the future and at a market determined price.
To minimize the credit risk, depending on the type of instrument, the investor
should post a margin to the clearing house. This margin or performance bond is
valued every day according to the prices in the market (mark to market), which
means that every change in value is shown in the account of investor at the end
of each trading day until the expiry day.
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The net fair value of future contracts as at 31 December 2019 is ALL 11
million(2018: ALL 12 million) (see Note 13).
The nominal value of these contracts as at 31 December 2019 is composed
by the following:
•
•

buy contracts in the amount of ALL 982 million (2018: ALL 4,127million);
and
sell contracts in the amount of ALL 2,349 million (2018: ALL 1,426
million).

(ii)	Exchange rate risk
Exchange rate risk results from the difference between the currency structure of
assets and liabilities. From an accounting point of view, the Bank is exposed to
currency risk due to its principal central bank functions.
This risk can affect the size of its capital. In order to manage this type of
exposure, over the years, action is taken to increase capital, inflow of funds
and, in exceptional cases, when the balance of the revaluation reserve is
negative, debt instruments of the Republic of Albania were issued in compliance
with the provisions of the law ‘On the Bank of Albania’ (Note (7(N) and 22).
The following significant exchange rates have been applied.
ALL
United States Dollar (USD)
European Union Currency Unit (EUR)
British Pound (GBP)
Special Drawing Rights (SDR)
Japanese Yen (JPY)
Chinese Juan (offshore) (CNH)

Average
2019
2018
109.85
107.99
123.01
127.59
140.25
144.21
151.78
152.92
1.00
0.98
15.85
16.34

Year-end spot rate
2019
2018
108.64
107.82
121.77
123.42
143.00
137.42
150.23
149.95
1.00
0.98
15.60
15.68

Sensitivity analysis
A reasonably possible strengthening (weakening) of the EUR, USD, GBP or
other currencies by 10% against ALL at 31 December 2019 would have
affected the measurement of financial instruments denominated in a foreign
currency and affected equity and profit or loss by the amounts shown below.
This analysis assumes that all other variables, in particular interest rates, remain
constant and ignores any impact of forecast sales and purchases.
The Bank’s exposure to foreign currency risk as at 31 December 2019 and 31
December 2018 is as follows:
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31 December 2019
Assets
Cash and balances with banks
Trading assets
Accounts with the IMF
Loans to banks
Investment securities
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the IMF
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Net statement of financial position exposure
Sensitivity analysis
Profit/(loss) effect: Strengthening (10%)
Weakening (10%)
31 December 2018
Assets
Cash and balances with banks
Trading assets
Accounts with the IMF
Loans to banks
Investment securities
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the IMF
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Net statement of financial position exposure
Sensitivity analysis
Profit/(loss) effect: Strengthening (10%)
Weakening (10%)
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ALL

USD

EUR

GBP

SDR

8
33,956
55,165
2,136
91,265

2,993
14,624
64,786
82,403

137,646
128,449
266,095

2,390
8,175
10,565

30,552
30,552

10,276 153,313
14,624
30,552
33,956
12,491 269,065
2,136
22,767 503,646

302,849
42,636
1,201

6,895
-

81,233
2,078

-

-

- 302,849
- 130,764
3,279

30,988

824

11,241

-

2,101

517
378,191

908
8,627

94,552

-

24,037
26,138

(286,926)

73,776

171,543

10,565

4,414

22,767

-

7,378
(7,378)

17,154
(17,154)

1,056
(1,056)

441
(441)

2,277
(2,277)

EUR

GBP

SDR

Other

6,731 169,150
13,985
59,549 115,627
80,265 284,777

116
9,226
9,342

33,512
33,512

13,966 189,967
13,985
33,512
32,318
7,615 247,604
1,821
21,581 519,207

- 286,132
- 137,223
5,735

ALL

4
32,318
55,587
1,821
89,730

USD

Other

-

45,154

24,037
1,425
- 507,508

286,132
55,535
4,204

11,049
-

70,639
1,531

-

-

21,314

39

41,060

-

698

114
367,299

96
2
11,184 113,232

-

23,990
24,688

(277,569)

69,081 171,545

9,342

8,824

21,581

-

6,908
17,155
(6,908) (17,155)

934
(934)

882
(882)

2,158
(2,158)

Bank of Albania
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(3,862)

Total

63,111

23,990
212
- 516,403
2,804
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F.

Fair value of financial instruments

i) Determination of fair values
The determination of fair values of financial assets and liabilities for which
there is no observable market price requires the use of valuation techniques
described in the accounting policy. For financial instruments that are traded
infrequently and whose price is not transparent, the fair value is less objective
and requires an expert’s judgement depending on liquidity, concentration,
market factors uncertainty, pricing assumptions, and other risks affecting the
particular instrument.
ii) Valuation of financial instruments
The Bank measures the fair value of financial instruments using the following
hierarchy of methods:
•
•

•

Level 1: Quoted market price or closing price for positions for which
there is a reliable market.
Level 2: Valuation techniques based on observable market information
about the yield curve. This category of methods is used to measure debt
securities for which there is no reliable market.
Level 3: Valuation techniques, where inputs on financial assets and
liabilities are not based on observable market data.

The fair values of financial assets and liabilities traded in international financial
markets for which there is available market information are based on market
quotations or closing market prices. The use of observable market prices and
information reduces the need for management judgement and estimation and
also reduces the uncertainty associated with determination of fair values.
The availability of actual market prices and information varies depending on
products and markets and changes because of specific events and the general
conditions of financial markets.
The Bank determines the fair values of all other financial instruments for which there
are no current market quotes by using valuation techniques. Valuation techniques
include net present value and discounted cash flow models, comparison with
similar instruments for which market observable prices exist, and other valuation
models. Assumptions and inputs used in valuation techniques include risk-free and
benchmark interest rates, credit spreads and other premiums used in estimating
discount rates, bond and equity prices, foreign currency exchange rates, equity
and equity index prices and expected price volatilities and correlations. The net
present value is computed by means of market yield curves and credit spreads,
where necessary, for the relevant instrument. The objective of valuation techniques
is to arrive at a fair value measurement that reflects the price that would be
received to sell the asset or paid to transfer the liability in an orderly transaction
between market participants at the measurement date.
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The Bank uses widely recognized valuation models for determining the fair
value of common and more simple financial instruments, such as interest rate
and currency swaps that use only observable market data and require little
management judgment and estimation.
Fair value estimates obtained from models are adjusted for any other factors,
such as liquidity risk or model uncertainties, to the extent that the Bank believes
that a third party market participant would take them into account in pricing
a transaction. Fair values reflect the credit risk of the instrument and include
adjustments to take account of the credit risk of the Bank entity and the
counterparty where appropriate.
Model inputs and values are calibrated against historical data and published
forecasts and, where possible, against current or recent observed transactions
in different instruments and against broker quotes. This calibration process is
inherently subjective and yields ranges of possible inputs and estimates of fair
value, and management judgment is required to select the most appropriate
point in the range.
For all other financial instruments, the Bank determines fair values using valuation
techniques.
Availability of observable market prices and model inputs reduces the need
for management judgment and estimation and also reduces the uncertainty
associated with determination of fair values. Availability of observable market
prices and inputs varies depending on the products and markets and is prone
to changes based on specific events and general conditions in the financial
markets.
Financial instruments measured at fair value – Fair value hierarchy
The following table analyses financial instruments measured at fair value at the
reporting date, by the level in the fair value hierarchy into which the fair value
measurement is categorized. The amounts are based on the values recognised
in the statement of financial position.
31 December 2019
Financial assets
Non-derivative trading assets
Derivative trading assets
Investments in securities
Total

Note

31 December 2018
Financial assets
Non-derivative trading assets
Derivative trading assets
Investments in securities
Total

Note

177

Level 1

Level 2

13 14,613
13
11
14 191,448
206,072

77,617
77,617

Level 1

Level 2

13 13,973
13
12
14 169,272
183,257

78,332
78,332

Bank of Albania
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Total

14,613
11
- 269,065
- 283,689
Level 3

Total

13,973
12
- 247,604
- 261,589
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Financial instruments not measured at fair value
The fair value of balances with/due to banks, balances with/due to IMF,
liabilities to banks and other financial institutions and of liabilities to government
institutions is approximately equal to the reporting value as they are short-term.
The following table sets out the fair values of certain financial instruments not
measured at fair value by the level in the fair value hierarchy into which each
fair value measurement is categorised.

31 December 2019
Note
Assets
Cash and balances with banks
Loans to banks
Accounts with IMF
Other financial assets
Liabilities
Due to the IMF
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third
parties
Due to Government and state
institutions
Other liabilities

G.

Fair value
Level 2

31 December 2018

Carrying Fair value
amount
Level 2

Carrying
amount

9 153,313 153,313 189,967 189,967
12 33,956 33,956 32,318 32,318
11 30,552 30,552 33,512 33,512
16
2,136
2,136
1,821
1,821
11 24,037 24,037 23,990 23,990
18 130,764 130,764 137,223 137,223
19

3,279

3,279

5,735

5,735

20

45,154

45,154

63,111

63,111

21

1,425

1,425

212

212

Operational risk

Operational risk is the risk of direct or indirect loss arising from a variety of causes
associated with the Bank’s processes, personnel, technology and infrastructure,
and from external factors other than credit, market and liquidity risks such as
those arising from legal and regulatory requirements and generally accepted
standards of corporate behaviour. Operational risks arise from all of the Bank’s
operations. Operational risk management is supported by the internal control
systems on several activities of the Bank of Albania and standards for the
management of operational risk and a wide range of common policies, staff
management regulations and obligatory requirements.
H.

Maturity structure of assets and liabilities

The Bank’s assets and liabilities, analysed by residual term to maturity from
the date of the statement of financial position to the date of any subsequent
agreement or contractual maturity, are as follows:
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< 12
months

>12
months

Undefined
maturity

Total

Cash and balances with banks
Trading assets
Monetary gold
Accounts with the International Monetary Fund
Loans to banks
Investment securities
Property, equipment, right-of-use and intangible assets
Other assets

153,313
2,902
9,596
33,956
134,416
161

11,722
134,649
2,503

14,591
20,956
20,271
297

153,313
14,624
14,591
30,552
33,956
269,065
20,271
2,960

TOTAL ASSETS

334,344

148,874

56,115

539,333

Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the International Monetary Fund
Other liabilities

130,764
3,279
44,654
17,050
1,322

35

302,849
500
6,987
181

302,849
130,764
3,279
45,154
24,037
1,538

TOTAL LIABILITIES

197,069

35

310,517

507,621

Assets – Liabilities maturity mismatch

137,275

148,839

(254,402)

31,712

< 12
months

>12
months

Undefined
maturity

Total

Cash and balances with banks
Trading assets
Monetary gold
Accounts with the International Monetary Fund
Loans to banks
Investment securities
Property, equipment, right-of-use and intangible assets
Other assets

189,967
2,441
12,634
32,318
111,225
168

11,544
136,379
2,008

6,992
20,878
20,195
298

189,967
13,985
6,992
33,512
32,318
247,604
20,195
2,474

TOTAL ASSETS

348,753

149,931

48,363

547,047

Currency in circulation
Due to banks
Deposits and borrowings from third parties
Due to Government and state institutions
Due to the International Monetary Fund
Other liabilities

137,223
5,735
62,611
17,025
152

-

286,132
500
6,965
213

286,132
137,223
5,735
63,111
23,990
365

TOTAL LIABILITIES

222,746

-

293,810

516,556

Assets – Liabilities maturity mismatch

126,007

149,931

(245,447)

30,491

31 December 2019
ASSETS

LIABILITIES

31 December 2019
ASSETS

LIABILITIES
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9.

CASH AND BALANCES WITH BANKS

Cash
Current accounts
Deposits maturing within three months
Less impairment loss allowance
Cash and cash equivalent
Deposits maturing after more than three months
Total

31 December 2019
30
132,484
6,200
(8)
138,706
14,607
153,313

31 December 2018
18
161,131
24,513
(14)
185,648
4,319
189,967

The interest rates for current accounts are as follows:
In %
31 December
2019
31 December
2018

EUR
(0.67)(0.5)
(0.67)(0.4)

USD
0.102.00
2.092.40

GBP
0.000.50
0.000.62

AUD
0.000.60
0.051.40

JPY
(0.35)(0.15)
(0.35)0.00

CNY
0.002.40
0.002.00

CNH
0.002.40
0.002.00

The annual interest rates for short-term deposits are as follows:
In %
31 December 2019
31 December 2018

EUR
(0.50)-(0.495)
(0.405)-(0.37)

USD
1.45
3.04

CNH
2.64
2.6 – 3.24

10.	MONETARY GOLD
31 December 2019
14,591
14,591

Monetary gold
Total

31 December 2018
6,992
6,992

The monetary gold is placed in current account (2018: time deposits and
current account) with foreign banks.
The increase of ALL7,600 million compared to the previous year (2019 increase
of ALL7,600 million compared to 2018) is a result of buying of monetary Gold
(ALL 5,965 million) and of valuing the monetary gold at the market price at
the reporting date (ALL 1,635 million), and is recognized in profit or loss, and
accumulated to the revaluation reserve (refer to Note 22).
11.	ACCOUNTS WITH/DUE TO THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY
FUND (IMF)
Accounts with the IMF
Quotas with IMF
Special Drawing Rights (“SDR”) held
Total assets

Bank of Albania

31 December 2019
20,955
9,597
30,552

31 December 2018
20,878
12,634
33,512
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Due to the IMF
SDR allocations
IMF securities account
IMF account No.1
IMF account No.2
Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility (‘PRGF’)
Accrued interest
Total liabilities

31 December 2019
6,978
14,844
2,205
1
9
24,037

31 December 2018
6,965
14,798
2,195
1
18
13
23,990

Quotas with the IMF of ALL 20,955 million or SDR 139 million (2018: ALL
20,878 million or SDR 139 million) originate from the membership of the
Republic of Albania in the IMF, according to the Law No.8269, dated 23
December 1997 ‘On the Bank of Albania’, as amended.
The SDR holdings of ALL9,597 million or SDR 64 million (2018: ALL12,634
million or SDR 84 million) represent deposits with the IMF. The SDR holdings
bear interest, which is determined on a weekly basis. The interest rate at 31
December 2019 is 0.740% p.a. (2018: 1.103% p.a.).
SDR Allocations of ALL 6,978 million or SDR 46 million (2018: ALL 6,965
million or SDR 46 million) represent amounts borrowed from the IMF with
two tranches in August and September 2009, whose purpose is to provide
immediate response to the short-term and long-term liquidity needs of the
member countries.The SDR Allocations bear interest, which is determined on
a weekly basis and is payable on a quarterly basis. The interest rate at 31
December 2019 is 0.740% p.a. (2018: 1.103% p.a.).
The IMF accounts represent liabilities of the Bank towards Albania’s participation
in the IMF. The IMF accounts do not have a defined maturity. The IMF securities
account includes certain borrowings that are part of the Extended Fund Facility
(EFF) program originally disbursed during the period from 2006 to 2009 wich
matured on 28 January 2019. At 31 December 2018, outstanding balance
of EFF borrowings amount to ALL 15 million or SDR 0.1 million. The interest on
these borrowings is floating and is paid on quarterly basis. (The annual interest
rate at 31 December 2018 is 2.108% p.a.)
IMF pays remuneration to members with remunerated reserve tranche positions,
at 0.738% p.a. (2018: 1.098% p.a.). The reserve tranche position is calculated
as the difference between Quotas in the IMF and the currency holdings in the
IMF accounts, excluding holdings acquired as a result of the use of the Fund
credit and holdings in the IMF account No.2.
The facility of PRGF borrowing is matured on 30 January 2019.
Direct budget support provided by the IMF
Funds provided for direct budget support by the IMF to the Government of
Albania which are initially deposited in the Government accounts at the Bank,
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are not recognised as a liability of the Bank to the IMF. The Government
assumes the obligation to repay the funds to IMF whereas the Bank processes
such repayments on behalf of the Government. The IMF disbursed such funds
in tranches during the years 2014 - 2017, as part of the EFF facility program
approved by the IMF in favour of Albania. These tranches are used to provide
direct budget financing to the Government of Albania represented by the
Ministry of Finance and Economy. The borrowing is repayable within 3 years,
by the Albanian Government through the accounts of the Bank with the IMF.
The Albanian Government shall deposit in its accounts at the Bank sufficient
funds to repay all principal, interest and any other expenses associated with
the above tranches as such repayments fall due. In relation to this borrowing,
the Ministry of Finance and Economy issued promissory notes in favour of the
IMF. The Government started to repay the facility in October 2018. As at 31
December 2019, the facility amounted to ALL 41,730 million (2018: ALL
43,683 million).
12.	LOANS TO BANKS

Reverse repurchase agreements
Overnight loans to banks
Total

31 December 2019
32,706
1,250
33,956

31 December 2018
32,318
32,318

At 31 December 2019, reverse repurchase agreements between the Bank
and commercials banks have original maturities from one week to three months
(2018: from one week to three months).
13.	TRADING ASSETS
Trading assets
Non-derivatives:
Bonds of foreign agencies
Bonds of foreign governments and multilateral
institutions
Derivatives:
Interest rate future contracts
Foreign exchange forwards
Total

31 December 2019 31 December 2018
4,330

4,865

10,283

9,108

11
14,624

12
13,985

Trading assets are administrated by the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (‘IBRD’) as stated in the agreement ‘On the administration
and technical assistance on investing the foreign reserve of Bank of Albania
(Reserves and Advisory Management Program) signed between Bank of
Albania and IBRD on 23 September 2005. Investments in this portfolio are
denominated in USD. The annual interest rates for non-derivative assets at 31
December 2019 and 2018 are as follows:
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In %
USD

31 December 2019
1.250 - 3.500

31 December 2018
1.250 – 3.125

14.	INVESTMENT SECURITIES

Investment securities measured at FVOCI
Total
Expected Credit Losses (ECL)

31 December 2019 31 December 2018
269,065
247,604
269,065
247,604
(18)
(15)

Investment securities by type of issuer and security are presented as follows:
Treasury Bills of foreign governments and multilateral institutions
Bonds of banks and other institutions
Bonds of foreign agencies
Bonds of foreign governments and multilateral institutions
Treasury Bills of the Albanian Government
Total

31 December 2019 31 December 2018
7,074
3,709
42,786
32,252
31,024
18,039
133,016
138,017
55,165
55,587
269,065
247,604

Expected Credit Losses (EC) by type of issuer and security are presented below:
Treasury Bills of foreign governments and multilateral institutions
Bonds of banks and other institutions
Bonds of foreign agencies
Bonds of foreign governments and multilateral institutions
Treasury Bills of the Albanian Government
Total

31 December 2019 31 December 2018
(6)
(4)
(4)
(3)
(8)
(8)
(18)
(15)

The annual yields for each currency at 31 December 2019 and 2018 are as
follows:
In %
31 December 2019
31 December 2018

ALL
1.00-1.72
1.03-1.54

USD
1.35-2.57
2.46-4.01

GBP
0.52 – 1.14
0.70 – 1.29

AUD
0.91 - 1.32
1.85 - 2.46

Investment securities in ALL at 31 December 2019, represent Albanian
Government treasury bills with a maturity period up to 12 months (2018: from
6 months to 12 months).
As a result of further relaxing monetary policies of certain central banks during
2015 and onward, the return rates of the main part of foreign reserve portfolio
in EUR, are negative.
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CNH
2.42 – 2.54
2.56 – 2.64

EUR
(1.00)-0.25
(0.69)-1.00

Bank of Albania

Carrying amounts
At 31 December 2018
At 31 December 2019

8,826
8,681

Cost or deemed cost
At 1 January 2018
9,406
Additions
Transfers
Disposal
At 31 December 2018
9,406
Effect of adoption of IFRS 16
Additions
Transfers
Disposal
At 31 December 2019
9,406
Accumulated depreciation/amortization
At 1 January 2018
435
Depreciation/amortization
145
Disposal
At 31 December 2018
580
Depreciation/amortization
145
Disposal
At 31 December 2019
725

Land, buildings and
installations

330
403

66
48

197
19
216
18
234

2,139
174
(219)
2,094
173
(107)
2,160

107
140
(108)
2,563

281
2
(1)
282
282

Vehicles

2,535
108
(219)
2,424

Furniture
and equipement

303
454

-

204
99
303
151
454

10,532
10,532

-

10,532
10,532
10,532

20,057
20,118

2,771
338
(219)
2,890
336
(107)
3,119

22,958
209
(220)
22,947
258
140
(108)
23,237

Work in Numismatic
Total proprogcoins and
prety and
ress
objects equipement

15.	PROPERTY, EQUIPMENT, RIGHT-OF-USE AND INTANGIBLE ASSETS

62

31
31

93
93

5

2
2

7
7

67

33
33

100
100

112
83

554
39
593
36
(1)
628

593
112
705
7
(1)
711

Right of Use
Computer
BuildRe- Total Rightings peater
of- use Software

26
3

-

26
26
117
(140)
3

Work in
progress

138
86

554
39
593
36
(1)
628

593
138
731
124
(140)
(1)
714

Total intangible
assets

20,195
20,271

3,325
377
(219)
3,483
405
(108)
3,780

23,551
347
(220)
23,678
100
382
(109)
24,051

Total
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16.	OTHER ASSETS
Financial assets
Loans to employees, net

31 December 2019

31 December 2018

2,136
2,136

1,821
1,821

299
472
21
32
824
2,960

300
249
21
83
653
2,474

Non-financial –assets
Numismatics (banknotes and coins)
Printing and minting costs
Inventory
Other
Total

Loans to employees at 31 December 2019 are net of allowance for impairment
of ALL 6 million (2018: ALL 6 million) (see Note 8(E)(vi)(b).

17. CURRENCY IN CIRCULATION
The exclusive right of issuing Albanian currency is vested with the Bank.
Currency in circulation comprises domestic banknotes and coins in circulation
issued by the Bank. The following banknotes and coins were in circulation as
at 31 December 2019 and 2018:

Nominal value ALL
Notes:
100
200
500
1,000
2,000
5,000
Coins (1-100)

31 December 2019
Number in
Total ALL
thousand
(million)
3,400
11,759
19,996
33,448
35,086
36,229

340
2,352
9,998
33,448
70,172
181,146
5,393
302,849

31 December 2018
Number in
Total ALL
thousand
(million)
3,401
10,730
18,795
36,708
33,782
33,032

340
2,146
9,397
36,708
67,564
165,160
4,817
286,132

18.	DUE TO BANKS

Reserve requirement and current accounts
Deposits
Total

31 December 2019
124,679
6,085
130,764

31 December 2018
131,123
6,100
137,223

In accordance with the Decision of the Supervisory Council No. 39, dated
25.06.2014, amended with Decision No. 11, dated 07.02.2018, the
remuneration rate for the reserve requirement in ALL is 100% of the rate of the
repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements, approved by the Supervisory
Council as on the last day of the base period. As at 31 December 2019, the
interest rate is 1% (2018: 100% of the base rate or 1%).
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Based on the Decision No. 11, dated 07.02.2018 the remuneration rate
for the reserve requirement in EUR held in EUR is equal to the deposit rate
defined by the European Central Bank (ECB). As at 31 December 2019, the
remuneration rate is negative at 0.4% (2018: negative at 0.4%). The reserve
requirement in EUR held in ALL is not remunerated.
As at 31 December 2019 the reserve requirement in USD held in USD and in
ALL are not remunerated (2018: not remunerated).
Based on the Decision of the Supervisory Council, No. 29, dated 16 May
2012, ‘On the minimum reserve requirement held at the Bank of Albania by
commercial banks’, amended by the Decision No. 75, dated 06 July 2016,
the Bank allows the commercial banks to maintain the reserve requirement in
the form of cash in custody with the Bank.
19.	DEPOSITS AND BORROWINGS FROM THIRD PARTIES

Deposits from the Deposit Insurance Agency
Deposits from the pension fund
Deposits from individuals for participation in
Treasury Bills auctions
Total

31 December 2019
3,030
229

31 December 2018
5,420
284

20

31

3,279

5,735

Deposits from the pension fund relate to the pension plan scheme, which is
based on employees’ contributions and employer’s contributions. Based on
the Decision No. 17, dated 26 February 2014 of the Supervisory Council the
pension fund reports its financial statements separately from the Bank.
20.	DUE TO GOVERNMENT and state institutions

Profit to be distributed to the Government
Accounts and deposits with the Government
Due to state institutions
Total

31 December 2019
1,398
42,608
1,148
45,154

31 December 2018
576
57,201
5,334
63,111

Based on the agreement between the Bank and the Ministry of Finance and
Economy, the Bank of Albania pays interest only for the time deposits placed
by the Government of Albania, as well as for a guarantee deposit of ALL 500
million (2018: ALL 500 million) for which the interest rate is based on the
decisions of the Supervisory Council. For these deposits the remuneration rate
on 31 December 2019 is 1% (2018: 1%).
Profit to be distributed to the Government of Albania is detailed as follows:
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Net result for the period
Transfer to reserves
Distribution from profit of the period
Distribution from other reserves
Total to be distributed to the Government

Note 31 December 2019 31 December 2018
1,977
(14,321)
22
(631)
14,843
1,346
522
22
52
54
1,398
576

The profit to be distributed at 31 December 2019 will be distributed to the
Government next year, whereas the profit to be distributed at 31 December
2018 was distributed to the Government in 2019.
21.	OTHER LIABILITIES
Financial liabilities
Due to international financial institutions
Due to third parties
Non-financial liabilities
Provisions for claims and litigations
Grants
Total

31 December 2019 31 December 2018
932
493
1,425

53
159
212

111
2
113
1,538

152
1
153
365

Balances due to international financial institutions include amounts payable
to IBRD, International Development Agency (‘IDA’), Multilateral Investment
Guarantee Agency (‘MIGA’), and Islamic Development Bank (‘IDB’).
Balances due to third parties include lease liabilities for bank office premises
amounting ALL 69 million as at 31 December 2019.
The movements in provisions for claims and litigations are set out below:
Balance at 1 January
Provisions made during the year
Provisions used during the year
Provisions reversed during the year
Balance at 31 December

31 December 2019
152
(37)
(4)
111

31 December 2018
150
11
(9)
152

31 December 2019
12,500
(6,218)
865
22,065
29,212

31 December 2018
12,500
(6,850)
241
22,100
27,991

22.	RESERVES

Legal reserve
Revaluation reserve
Fair value reserve (investment securities)
Other reserves
Total
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The legal reserve is created based on the requirements of Article 9 of the Law
‘On the Bank of Albania’, according to which, the Bank sets aside 25% of the
net profit for the year into a Legal Reserve until the reserve amounts to 500%
of the capital. The Bank achieved compliance with this requirement as at 31
December 2011 with its legal reserve amounting to ALL 12,500 million.
Based on the point “a” and “c”, article 64 of the Law “On the Bank of Albania”,
the movement in revaluation reserve results from the following items, which are
initially recognized in profit or loss and then transferred to revaluation reserves:

2019
Net foreign exchange losses, other than from trading assets and liabilities
Net foreign exchange losses from trading assets and liabilities (Note
24)
Net loss from changes in the fair value of monetary gold (Note 10)
Total

2018

(1,108) (14,106)
104

(438)

1,635
(299)
631 (14,843)

The increase of ALL 631 million (2018: decrease ALL 14,843 million)
in revaluation reserve is a result of the valuation of the monetary gold and
depreciation of foreign currencies, and in particular EUR versus ALL (see Note
8(F)(ii)).
Movements in Fair value reserve are reflected as below:
Balance at 1 January
Change in Fair Value of Securities
Additions due to impairment for securities(ECL)
Trasfers of impairment of Securities (ECL) to Other
Reserves
Balance at 31 December

31 December 2019 31 December 2018
241
(206)
639
432
(15)

15

865

241

Negative revaluation reserve
Given the negative balance of the revaluation reserve at 31 December 2019
and, pursuant to the requirements of clause “b”, article 64 of the Law ‘On
Bank of Albania’ (Note 7(N)) and a bilateral agreement with the Government
of Albania, the latter shall issue debt securities to cover the negative balance
of the revaluation reserve within April 2020 and upon issuance of the external
auditors’ report on these financial statements.
Other reserves include the following:
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Total

for the Balance of Payments
of gold and precious metals
for property and equipment
for impairment of Securities (ECL)

Bank of Albania

31 December 2019
7,209
7,042
7,796
18
22,066

31 December 2018
7,209
7,042
7,849
22,100
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The reserve for the Balance of Payments represents financial assistance provided
by the European Community during the years 1992 and 1993. There have
been no movements in such reserve since 1995.
The reserve of gold and precious metals represents the reserve created based
on Law No. 9862, dated 24 January 2008 ‘On the transfer of ownership of
gold and other precious metals from the Albanian Council of Ministers to the
Bank of Albania’.
Movements in Reserve for Expected Credit Losses (ECL) are reflected as below:
Balance at 1 January
Additions due to impairment for securities(ECL)
Trasfers of impairment of Securities (ECL) to
Other Reserves
Total

31 December 2019
3

31 December 2018
-

15

-

18

-

The reserve for property and equipment of ALL 7,796 million (2018:ALL 7,849
million) was originally created based on the Decisions of the Supervisory Council
of the Bank of Albania No. 19 and No. 20, dated 15 March 2018, as a
result of the reallocation of the transition reserve of ALL 5,619 million, created
as a result of the first-time adoption of IFRSs, and other reserves of ALL 2,297
million created through the years. For the year 2019, the amount distributed to
the Government of Albania is ALL 53 million. From the total reserve for property
and equipment, an amount of ALL 2,347 million(2018: ALL 2,400 million) is
distributable in the future and such distributions are subject to decisions of the
Supervisory Council of the Bank of Albania. The remaining part of the reserve
for property and equipment is not distributable.
23.	NET INTEREST INCOME

Interest income calculated using the effective interest method
Investment securities
Loans to banks
Deposits and current accounts with banks
Accounts with IMF
Negative remuneration for reserve requirement
Other
Total interest income

2019

2018

2,400
307
77
152
21
254
3,211

2,280
482
232
173
54
200
3,421

Interest expense
Reserve requirements
Due to the International Monetary Fund
Due to the Albanian Government
Deposits from third parties
Negative interest from deposits and current accounts with Banks
Other
Total interest expense
Net interest income

329
70
34
22
613
4
1,072
2,139

361
67
27
42
566
1
1,064
2,357
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Negative interest from deposits and current accounts with banks of ALL 613
million (2018: ALL567 million) represents charges arising from negative
yielding deposits and accounts placed with foreign banks.
Interest income from investment securities includes ALL 874 million (2018:
ALL1,190 million) of income from treasury bills issued by the Albanian
Government and ALL 1,525 million (2018: ALL 1,090 million) of income from
security lending and foreign reserve investment securities after accounting for
the amortization of premium/discount.
24.	NET TRADING INCOME
Interest income from trading assets
Net gain/(loss) from the trading assets
Unrealized fair value changes
Net profit from forward and future contracts
Net foreign exchange gains/(losses) from trading assets and liabilities
Total

2019
325
71
99
100
104
699

2018
257
(68)
88
338
(438)
177

2019
929
19
948

2018
(169)
29
(140)

2019
1,180
108
123
1,411

2018
1,147
101
115
1,363

25.	OTHER REVENUE
See accounting policies in Notes 7(A)(iii) and 7(E).
Net gain/(loss) on sale of debt investment securities
Other
Other net revenue/(losses)

26.	EMPLOYEE BENEFIT EXPENSES

Employee salaries and compensations
Contributions for health and social security
Contribution for pension fund (see Note 19)
Total

As at 31 December 2019, the Bank had 574 employees (2018: 516
employees).
27.	Other GENERAL AND administrative expenses

Repair and maintenance expenses
Fees for third-party services
Information expenses
Amortization of currency printing and minting costs
Other staff expenses
Transportation fees
Operating lease expenses for office premises
Publication and membership expenses
Other expenses
Total

Bank of Albania

2019
145
93
110
62
64
38
1
15
43
571

2018
154
103
97
75
62
35
34
13
40
613
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28. CONTINGENCIES AND COMMITMENTS
(i)	Reverse repurchase agreements
Reverse repurchase agreements, as at 31 December 2019, represented
collateralized loans (see Note 12). The nominal value of the securities used
as collateral as at 31 December 2019, was ALL 34,390 million (2018:
ALL33,350 million).
(ii)

Operating leases

The Bank has entered into operating lease agreements for its office premises
for a three year period. At 31 December 2019, operating lease commitments
payable within one year are ALL 67 million (2018: 33 million)
(iii)

Capital commitments

As at 31 December 2019, the Bank has entered into capital commitments of
ALL 1,699 million (2018: ALL 2,108 million) for the reconstruction of one of
its buildings.
(iv)

Credit commitments and collaterals received from employees

The total value of registered collateral for long-term loans extended to employees
(see note 16) at 31 December 2019, is ALL 2,860 million (2018: ALL 2,492
million). At 31 December 2019, unused credit commitments for employees
amount to ALL 87 million (2018: ALL 69 million).
(v)

Legal proceedings

Claims against the Bank may be raised in the normal course of business. In two
cases brought by third parties, although liability is not admitted, if the defense
is unsuccessful, then certain amounts and legal costs would be paid by the
Bank. The outcome of these actions and the amounts claimed by third parties
have not yet been determined. The Bank estimates that no material losses will
be incurred in respect of claims, in excess of provisions that have been made
in these financial statements (see Note 21).
29.	MANAGED ASSETS
At 31 December 2019, the Bank acts as custodian for short-term treasury bills
with maturities from 3 to 12 months, with total nominal value of ALL 197 billion
(2018: ALL 199 billion) and for long-term securities with maturities varying
between 2 and 10 years, with nominal value of ALL 390 billion (2018: ALL
362 billion). These securities are issued by the Albanian Government.
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30.	RELATED PARTIES
Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability to control the
other party or to exercise significant influence over the other party in making
financial and other decisions.
Considering each possible related party relationship, attention is directed to the
substance of the relationship and not merely to the legal form.
The related parties of the Bank of Albania include the directors and members of
the Supervisory Council. As at 31 December 2019 and 2018, balances with
related parties comprised:
Loans to directors
Directors
Total

2019

2018

142
142

132
132

Loans to directors have an interest rate of 0.5% p.a. and a grace period of
two years, and are repayable within maximum of 30 years in equal monthly
instalments. The mortgage loans are collateralized.
Administrative expenses
Directors and Supervisory Council members:
Telephone expenses
Salaries and bonuses
Per diems
Directors:
Fuel compensation
Contribution to pension plan scheme
Total of administrative expenses for related parties

2019

2018

4
139
6

5
142
6

3
14
166

3
14
170

Balances with/(due to) the Albanian Government and state institutions are
disclosed in Notes 14 and 20, and related interest income from securities
and interest expenses are included in Note 23. Promissory notes issued by
the Albanian Government in favour of the IMF are detailed in Note 11, whilst
securities issued by the Albanian Government and managed by the Bank are
detailed in Note 28.
31.	SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
During March 2020 a pandemic situation is present in the world due to Covid
19 spread. The spread of Covid-19 and the measures being taken to contain
the virus will result in an economic impact that could be large and wide but
should be temporary. The role of the Bank is cushioning economic and financial
impact.
The Covid-19 pandemic and related effects is expected to have negative impact
on global economic activity but due to the fact that investment portfolio of
Bank of Albania
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the Bank represents exposures to high-credit quality governments and financial
institutions (refer to Note 8 (D) (iv)) and as of the reporting date there are no
signals from credit rating agencies on possible downgrades due to this global
event, no adjustments are made in the financial statements at the reporting
date.
Risk management and the tools and the methodologies applied for this purpose,
especially as related to the portfolio of forex reserves, ensure full compliance at
any time with the risk budget approved by the Supervisory Council of the Bank
of Albania. This also applies to events that are characterized by a significant
degree of volatility in the financial markets, such as the pandemic crisis.
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